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The Cost of Producing Milk.
Of course the cost depends upon the
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kind of a cow one keeps. It costs as
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much to keep a poor cow as a good one,
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vention, last winter, Mr. Gurler exhibit»
LBERT D. PARK,
ed a table showing the cost to him of
Dairy Economy.
keeping his cows and the amount of
Licensed Auctioneer,
MAINE.
In no branch of farmiug is there such milk produced. A stable of 50 cows
SOUTH PARIS,
deplorable waste ami shortsightedness showed a milk production of 5,708
Terms Moderate.
as in dairying: such a large amount of pounds per cow, the cost of feed was
>ISBEE Λ PARKER,
labor for so small a result and that re- 941.06 per cow, making the feed cost of
sult, too, of a very indifferent quality. milk to him a trille less than 72 cents
Attorneys an·! Counsellors at Law,
Some farmers of to-day are barely ex- per 100 pounds. The best four cows in
MAINE.
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isting who ought to be in comfortable this stable of 50 cows produced 9,098
\ special Collection Department.
Ralph T. Parkei circumstances and this with only the pounds of milk each, and the cost of
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A feed was 844.95 per cow, making the
same facilities a* they now enjoy.
L. BUCK.
1
quaint old Vankee used to have the habit food cost of milk just about 50 cents per
The four poorest cows
of saying, "It is mighty important to 100 pounds.
Surgeon Dentist,
have the right idea of things to start averaged 3,020 pounds of milk and cost
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with." One day a young bull tickled of feed was 833.90 per cow, making the
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the old man in his Itarnyard. Uncle food cost of milk with these poorest
\
my 1«βΐ work warrante·I.
Sam grabbed the bull by the tail and more than 81 per hundred pounds.
"It is however, not to be forgotten
gave him a severe lashing with a heavy
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whip which he happened to have in his that the feed was charged to these cows
the
at market prices—such as was bought,
hand. His bullship soon gave up
Dentist,
tight and was glad enough to get away. at what it cost delivered at the barn,
MAINE,
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I nele Sam said very quietly: '"He's such as was raised, at what it would
sort o' young and foolish; you see he bring in market, and no account was
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e Hour»—'·' to 13—1 to
didn't have the right idea of me an' other made of the benefit to be obtained from
the residual manurial value of these
things to start with."'
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The idea of tryiug to put both beef feeds in keeping up the fertility of his
and milk into the same animal is a hum- farm. This is an item too frequently
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bug. If your object is the productiou forgotten by dairymen. It shows, howMAINE.
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of beef, select animals of the beef type, ever, verv distinctly in the difference
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that will gain in llesh rapidly and there is in producing capacity of farms
economically; but if you are keeping where stock is kept to consume what is
r. SMITH,
tows
to produce c-carn, by all means raised on the farm and some purchased
stick to the dairy cow. The Jersey is feed in addition, and those where all the
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all
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matter
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to make payment Immediately.
least twice a day. Cows are the neatest
ror and Farmer.
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Oct
animals in the world if they bave a
do not enjoy the
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The resignation of Dr. G. M. Twitchell chance
As- bad odors from unclean stables, and will
as President of the Maine Poultry
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sociation because of poor
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of the next
Washing and ironing done in first places the directing forces
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E.
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to
a
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and
pleasure
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so as sprayed throughout
Address,
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to take charge.
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is assured.—Maine
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ΟΠΛΓΤΤΤΠ 1.
the (lays of Indiana's enrly
statehood, probably as late as
1825, there stood, In what is
to

now the beautiful little city
•f Vincennes on tlio Wabash, the decaying ri uinant of au old and curiously
guar led cherry tree knowu as the
Itoussillon tree, le cerisier de Monsieur
Uoussillou, as the French inhabitants
called it, which as long as it lived bore
fruit remarkable for richness of 11avor
und peculiar dark ruby depth of color.
The exact spot where this uoble old
seedling from la belle France nourished,
declined and died cuunot be certainly

out. for In the rapid und happy
growth of Vincennes many landmarks
once notable, among them le cerisier
de Monsieur Itoussillon, have been destroyed and the spots where they stood,
once familiar to every eye in old Vin-

ι'Dinted

cennes,

are

now

lost in the pleasaut

confusion of the new towu.
The old, twisted, gum embossed
cherry tree survived every other distinguishing feature of what was once
the most picturesque and romantic
place in Vincennes. .lust north of it

stood, in the early French days, a low,
rambling cabin surrounded by rude
verandas overgrown with grap-vines.
This was the Uoussillou place, the mo.«t
pretentious home in ail the Wabash

country. Its owner was t.aspard uoussillon, a successful trader with the Indians. He was rich, lor the time and
the place, iutlucutial to a degree, a
man
of some education, who had
brought with him to the wilderness a
bundle of books aud a taste for read-

called out as he approached along a
little pathway leading up from the direction of the church, "what are you
doing now? Hah there, Alice, will you
pull Jean's leg ο if?"
At tirst they did not hear him, they
were so nearly deafened by their own
vocal discords.
"Why are you standing on your head
witli your feet so high In air, Jean?"
he added. "It's not a polite attitude
in the presence of a young lady. Are
you a pig, that you poke your nose In

It is not known just when Vincennes
first founded, but most historians
make the probable date very early in
the eighteenth century, somewhere beIn 1Kb» the
tween 1710 and 173U.
Uoussillou cherry tree was thought by
a distinguished botanical letter writer
to be ut least titty years old, which
was

would uiake the date of its planting
about 17t>0. Certainly, us shown by the
time stained family records upou which
this story of ours is based, it was a
nourishing and wide topped tree In
the early summer of 1778, its branches
loaded to drooping with luscious fruit.
So low did the dark red clusters bang
at one point that a tall youug girl
standing on the ground easily reached

the dirt?"
Alice now turned her bright head
and gave Pere Beret a look of frank
welcome, which at the same time shot
a beam of willful self assertion.
"My daughter, are you trying to help
Jean up the tree feet foremost?" the
priest added, standing where he had
halted just outside of the straggling
yard fence.
Ile had his hands on his hips and
was quietly chuckling at the scene before him, as one who, although old,
sympathized with the natural and
harmless sportiveness of young people
and would as lief as not join in α

the best ones and made lier lips purple
with their juice while she ate them.
That was long ago, measured by
what has come to pass on tin gentle
swell oi* rich country from which VinThe
cennes overlooks the Wajash.
new town nourishes n-tably and its
limit of
appearance marks the latest
Klectric cars in its streets.
progress.
electric lights in Its beautiiul homes,
ruai

..

υι

IU1IO.

;

uumo

!S";

sometimes almost Jolly, man. very
prone to join in the lighter amusements
of liis people.
"Children, children, my children," he

ing.

Hit·

y<y^> *·»<?* î*î*?>

of Jean.
All the time she was holding the cherries high in her other hand, shaking
them by the twig to which their slender
stems attached to them and saying in η
sweetly tantalizing tone:
"What makes you climb downward
after cherries, Jean? What a foolish
fellow you are, indeed, trying to grabble cherries out of the ground, as you
do potatoes! I'm sure I didn't suppose
that you knew so little as that."
Jean, the hunchback, was a muscular
little deformity and a wonder of good
nature. How long he might have kept
up the hopeless struggle with the girl's
invincible grip would be hard to guess.
Ills release was caused by the approach
of a third person, who wore the robe
of a Catholic priest and the countenance
of a man who had lived and suffered a
long time without much loss of physical strength and endurance.
This was Pere Beret, grizzly, short,
compact, his face deeply lined, his
mouth decidedly aslant on account of
some lost teeth, and his eyes set deep
under gray, shaggy brows. Looking at
him when his features were in repose
a tirst impression might not have been
favorable; but seeing him smile or
hearing him speak changed everything.
His voice was sweetness itself, and his
smile won you on the instant. Something like a pervading sorrow always
seemed to be close behind ids eyes and
under his speech; yet he was a genial,

UNDER ΤΗΒ CHKUHY TUEE.

UP

y&

two.
prank
"You see what I'm doing. Father
Beret," said Alice. "I am preventing
or

«ν

going in ull directions, bicycles whirling Uillier and thither, tlio must fasli
louable
styles of equipages from
brougham to pony phaeton, uiakc the
days of flintlock «una and buckskin
ages down tin' past, and
over l>ut a
little n:ore than 1120 years to see Alice
Itoussiliju standing nailer a cheery
tree and holding high a tempting cluster of fruit, while a short humpbacked
youth looks up with longing eyes and
reaches for it. The tableau is
trousers seem

yet

we

are

looking buek

vainly
merely rustic; it is primitive.
"Jump!" the girl is saying in French.
"Jump, Joan; jump high!"
"Yes, that was very long ago, in the
days when women lightly braved what
the strongest uiou would shrink from
not

now.

Alice

ltoussillon

was

tall,

lithe,

strongly knit, with an almost perfect
ligure, judging by what the master
sculptors carved for the form of Venus,
and her fa<*e was c :noly and winning,
if not absolutely beautiful; but the
time nud place were vigorously indicate! l»y her dress, winch was of
stuff and simply designed
coarse
"Jump hiyh and get them!"
a great damage to you. l'ou will maybe
lose a good many cherry pies and
dumplings if I let Jean go. He was
climbing the tree to pilfer the fruit,
so I pulled 1dm down, you understand."
"Ta, ta!" exclaimed the good man,
shaking his gray head; "we must reaLet go his leg,
son with the child.
daughter. I will vouch for him; eh.
JeanV"
Alice released the hunchback, then
laughed gayly and tossed the cluster of
cherries into his hand, whereupon ho
began munching them voraciously and
talking at the same time.
"I knew I could get them," he boast-

"Jump high and get them!"

While she waved her sun browned
hand holding the cherries aloft, the
breeze blowing fresh from the southwest tossed her hair so that some loose
strands shoue like rimpled flames.
The sturdy little hunchback did leap
with
surprising activity, but the
trencherous brown hand went higher,
so high that the combined altitude of
Ids jump and the roach of his unnat-

ed. "and see. I have them now." Ho
hopped around, looking like a species
of III formed monkey.
Pere Beret came nnd leaned on the
low fence rlo»»e to Alice. She was almost ns tall as he.
"The sun scorches today," he said, beginning to mop his furrowed face with

Again

urally loug
and agaiu he sprang vainly into the
air comically, like a long legged, squat
bodied frog.
"And you brag of your agility and
strength. Jean." she laughingly re-

marked. "but you can't take cherries
when they are offered to you. What a
clumsy bungler you are!"
"I can climb and get some." he said,
with a hideously happy grin, and Immediately embraced the bole of the

red flowered cotton handkerchief,
"ana irom the Took of the sky yonder,"
poiutlng southward, "it is going to
bring on a storm. How is Mme. Rousa

slllon today?"
"She Is complaining as she usually
does when she feels extremely well,"
said Alice. "That's why I had to take
at the oven and bake pies. 1
her

tree, up which he began scrambling almost as fast as a squirrel.
When he had mounted high enough
tp be extending a hand for a bold on a
crotch Alice grasped his leg near the
foot and pulled him down, despite his

place

caiue out to catch a bit of
this breeze. Oh, but you needn't smile
aud look greedy, 1'ere Beret, the pies
are not for your teeth!"
"My daughter I am not a glutton, I
lioi>e. 1 had meat not two hours since
—some broiled young squirrels with
cress, sent me by Bene de Bouvllle. He

got hot and

clinging and struggling, until his hands
clawed iu the soft earth at the tree's
root, while she hold his captive leg almost vertically erect.
It was u show of great strength, but j
Alice looked quite unconscious of It,
his old father."
laughing merrily, the dimples deei>en- never forgets
"Oh, I never forget you either, mon
Ing in hor plump cheeks, her forearm,
I thought of you today every
pere.
now bared to the elbow, gloaming white
I spread a crust and filled It with
and shapely, while its muscles rippled time
and when I took out a pie, all
on account of the jerking and kicking cherries,
brown and hot, the red juice bubbling
out of it so good smelling and tempting,

Prevented\

do you know what I said to myself?"
"How could I know, my child?"
Saved a Calf-Saved a Foal.
"Well, I thought this: 'Not a single
"I lost four calves and
"
Mood
Beret get.'
bad three more cows that bite of that pie doe3 Father
daughter?"
jo,
my
abortion.
"Why
of
Farm "bowed Signs
"Because you said it was bad of me
One lost her calf the year
b*0™ st » Uttto over β to read novels, and told Mother Bousmonths. She was about sillon to hide them from me. I've had
? months along and her
Cura
of trouble about It"
«? nd(ier was
uu#
badly swollen. any amount
"Ta, ta! Bead the good books that 1
I gave her Hood Farm Abortion Cure as
directed for three weeks. Tbe swelling all gave you. They will soon kill the taste
left her and two months later she dropped for these silly romances."
I had a mare
tbe beet calf on tbe farm.
"I tried," said Alice. "I tried very
tbat showed signs of abortion. Gave her this
foaled
sbe
and
remedy
a^lvlng colt." R. C. hard, and it's no use. Your b>oks are
What do 1
Thompson, Dows, Iowa.
dull and stupidly heavy.
Two slies-fl and S2JS0. Large four times
lot
care about something that a queer
dollar else. Call for treatise on Abortion
of saints did hundreds of years ago In
and Failure to Breed.
aud famine? Saints
Hood Farm Remedies are tor sale by times of plague
been ooky people, and it la
have
must
Me.
Soath
Paria*
Λ
Co,
F. ▲. SHUBTLif»
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Abortion

en, and war and love."
Pere Beret looked away with a curious expresslc*) in his face, his eyes half
closed.
"And I'll tell you now. Father Beret,"
Alice wont on after a pause, "no more
claret and pies do you get until I can
have my own sort of books back again
to road as 1 please." Shu stamped hei
moccasin shod

foot with decided en

orgy.
The good priest broke into a hearty
lautrh, and. taking off his cap of grass
straw, mechanically scratched his bald
head.

Although, as Father Beret had snld,
the sun's heat wan violent, causing
that gentle soul to pass his bundled
haudlcerchief with a wiping circular
motion over his bald and bedewed
pale, the wind was momently freshening, while up from behind the trees on
the horizon beyond the river a cloud
was rising blue black, tumbled and
grim against the sky.
"Well," suid the priest, evidently trying hard to exchange his laugh for a
look of regretful resignation, "you will
have your own way, my child, and"—

"Then you will have pies galore and
end of claret!" she interrupted, at
the same time stepping to the withe
tied aud peg hitched gate of the yard
and opening it. "Come in, you dear,
good father, before the rain shall begin. and sit with me on the gallery"
(the creole word for veranda) "till
no

the storm is over."
There was not a
photographer's
camera to be lind in those days, but
what if a tourist with one in hand
could have been there to take a snap
shot at the priest and the maiden as
they walked arm in arm to that squat
The picture today
little veranda:
would be worth its weight in a iirst
water diamond. It would include the
cabin, the cherry tree, a glimpse of
the raw, wild background and a sharp
portrait group of I'ere Beret, Alice and
Each of us can
Jeau the hunchback
Led
eee them, even with closed eyes.
that wonderful guide, imagination,
step back a century and more to
look over a scene at once strangely attractive and unspeakably forlorn.
What was it that drew people away
from the old countries, from the cities,
the villages ami the vineyards of beautiful France, for example, to dwell In
the wilderness, amid wild beasts and
wilder savage Indians, with a rude
rabln for a home and the exposures
and hardships of pionee'· life for their

by

we

iaily experience?

Men like Gaspard Itoussillon are of
distinct stamp. Take him as he was.
Born in Frame, on the banks of the
Itlione near Avignon, he came as a
routli to Canada, whence he drifted on
the tide of adventure this way and
that, until at last he found himself,
nrith a wife, at Post Vincennes, that
lonely picket of religion and trade
ivhich was to become the center of eivlizing energy for the great northwestM. Itoussillon had no
ern territory.
children of his own; so his kind heurt
»pened freely to two fatherless aud
ι

11

«

rr»l

...~4 ΙΙ,ιλ

called Roussillon, and the hunchThe formel- was twelve
jack, Jean.
rears old when he adopted her, a child
, )f Protestant parents, while Jean had
)een taken, when a mere babe, after
jls parents hnd been killed nnd scalped
low

jy Indians. Mme. Roussillon, a profesilonal invalid, whose appetite never
failed and whose motherly kindness expressed Itself most often through
strains of monotonous falsetto scolding, was a woman of little education
ind no refinement; while her husband
;lung tenaciously to his love of books,
«specially to the romances most In
rogue when lie took leave of France.
M. Roussillon had been, In a way,
Mice's teacher, though not greatly inrllued to abet Father Beret in his
Iclndly efforts to make u Catholic of the
girl, and moat treacherously disposed
toward the good priest in the matter of
ils well meant attempts to prevent her
from reading and rereading the aforesaid romances. But for many weeks
jast Gaspard Roussillon had been absent from home, looking after his tradng schemes with the Indians, and l'ere
Beret, acting on the suggestion of the
proverb al>oiit the absent cat and the
slaying mouse, had formed an alliance
>ff«'iisive and defensive with Mme.
roussillon, in which It was strictly

two

never possessed by any other white
Father
dwellers in the wilderness.
"Of course I'm better than I some- Beret wns probubiy subordinate to
times appear to be," she said almost Father Glbauit At all events the lathumbly, but with mischief still in her ter appears to bave bad nominal charge
voice and eyes, "and I shall get to be of Vineennea, and it can scarcely be
very good when I have grown old. The doubted that he left Father Beret on
sweetness of my present nature is in the Wabash while he went to live and
this pie."
labor for a time at Kaskaskla, beyond
She set the tray on a three legged the plains of Illinois.
stool which she pushed close to him.
It is a curious fact that religion and
"There, now," she said, "let the rain the power of ruin and brandy worked
You'll be happy, rain or shine, together successfully for a long time
come.
while the pie and wine last, I'll be in giving the French posts almost abbound."
solute Influence over the wild and savPere Beret fell to eating right heart- age men by whom they were alwuys
ily, meantime handing Jean a liberal surrounded. Tbe good priests deprecated the traffic In liquors and tried
piece of the luscious pie.
"It is good, my daughter, very good, burd to control It, but soldiers of forindeed," the priest remarked with his tuue and reckless traders were in tbe
mouth full. "Mme. Rousslllon has not majority, their interests taking precedneglected your culinary education." ence of all spiritual demands and curAlice filled a glass for him. It was rying everything ulong. What could
Bordeaux and very fragrant. The bou- the brave missionaries do but make the

snort,

oottie

stout

Banner

glasses.

by

quet reminded him of his sunny boy- very best of a perilous situation?
But If the effect of rum as a bevhood in France, of his journey up to
Taris and of his careless, joy brimmed erage had strong allurement for the
youth in the gay city. How far away, white man, it made an absolute slave
how misty, yet how thrlllingly sweet it of the Indian, who never hesitated for
He sat with half closed eyes

all was!

awhile, sipping and dreaming.
The rain lasted nearly two hours, but
the sun was out again when Pere
Beret took leave of his young friend.

They had been having another good
natured quarrel over the novels, and

Mme. Rousslllon had come out on the
veranda to Join in.
"I've hidden every book of them,"
said madame, a stout and swarthy
woman, whose pearl white teeth were
Her voice
her only mark of beauty.
Indicated great stublwrnness.
"Good, good; you have done your
very duty, madame," said Pere Beret,
with Immense approval in his charm-

ing voice.
"But, father, you said awhile ago

that I should have my own way about
this," Alice spoke up with spirit, "and
on the strength of that remark of
yours I gave you the pie and wine.
You've eaten my pie and swigged the
wine, and now"—
Pere Beret put on his straw cap. adjusting it carefully over the shining
dome out of which had come so many
thoughts of wisdom, kindness and human sympathy. This done, he gently
laid a hand on Alice's bright crown of

hair and said:
"Bless you, my child. I will pray to
the Prince of Peace for you as long as
I live, and I will never cease to beg
the Holy Virgin to intercede for you
and lead you to the holy church."
He turned and went away, but when
be was no farther than the gate Alice
called out:
"Oh, Father Beret, I forgot to show

you something!"
She ran forth to him and added in α
low tone:
"You know fliat Mme. Rousslllon has
hidden all the novels from me."
She was fumbling to get something
out of the loose front of her dress.
"Well, Just take a glance at tills, will
you?" and she showed liliu a little
leather bound volume, much cracked
along the hinges of the back.
Pere Beret frowned and went his
way shaking his head, but before he
reached his little hut near the church
he was laughing In spite of himself.
"She's not so bad. not so bad," he
thought aloud; it's only litr young,
Independent spirit taking the bit for a
wild run. Iu her sweet soul she is as

good

as

she is

pure."

CHAPTER IL
A LETTEH F KO il AFAR.

ALTHOUGH

Father Beret was
for many years a missionary
on the Wabash, most of the
time at Vlncennes, the fRct
that no mention of him can be found
in the records is not stranger than
many other things connected with the
old town's history. He was. like nearly
all the men of his calling in that day,
a self effacing and modest hero, apparently quite unaware that he deFather
He and
served attention.

beautifully
and nobly connected with the stirring
achievements of Colonel George Kogere
Clark, were close friends and often
companions. Probably Father Ulbault
himself, whose fame will never fade,
would have been today as obscure as

Qll)aultrjrhose

name Is

so

Father Beret but for the

opportunity

stipulated that ail novels and romances
bo forcibly taken and securely
hidden away from Mile. Alice; which,

gray eyes.

Jtbortion

who care to rend about

them, I think. I like reading about
brave, heroic men and beautiful worn

were to

Plainly she was a child of the American wilderness, a daughter of old Yincennes on the Wabash in the time that
tried men's souls,
"Jump, Jean!" she cried, her face
laughing with a show of cheek dimples, an arching of finely sketched
brows and the twinkling of large blue

arms was overcome.

poky people

to

the best of Mme. Roussillon's abill

the dark gray sheet of the rain, Pere
Beret and Alice sat under the clapboard roof l>ehind the vines of the veranda and discussed what was generally uppermost in the priest's mind
upon such occasions, the good of Alice's
immortal soul—a subject not absorbingly interesting to her at any time.

away!"

_

Pere Beret laughed softly at the preposterous suggestion that he would
even dream of going out In the rain,
which was now roaring heavily on the
loose board roof, and miss α cut of

cherry pie —α cherry pie

of Alice's

making! And the Roussillon claret,
too, was always excellent. "Ah, child,"
he thought, "your old father Is not golug away."
She presently returned, bearing on a
wooden tray a ruby stained pie and a

Get the Most
Out of Your Food
You don't and can't if your stomach
is weak. A weak stomach does not diit.
gest all that is ordinarily taken into
It gets tired easily, and what it fails to
digest is waited.
Among the signs of a weak stomach
fits of nerare uneasini-ss after eating,
belchvous headache, and dieagreeable

ing.

"I have token Ilood's Sarsaparilla at
a
different tinn s for stomach troubles, and
and have
run down condition of the system,
would
been Rreatly lienetlted by its use. I
trounot be without it in m.v family. I am
stomweak
with
summer
in
bled especially
ach and nausi a ami find Hood's SarsaparUla
Invaluable." l£. B. Hickmam, W.Chester, Pa.

Hood's Sarsaparilla
Strengthen

and Pills

and tone the stomach and

(be whole digestive system.

and averting many an awful danger,
but, when everything else fulled, rum
always came to the rescue of u threat-

ened French post.
We need not wonder, then, when we
are told that Father Beret made no
sign of distress or disapproval upon
being informed of tbe urrlvul of a
bout loaded with rum, brandy or gin.
It was Rene de Ronvllle who brought
the news, the same Bene already mentioned as having given the priest a
plate of squirrels. He was sitting on
the doorsill of Father Beret's hut
when the old man reached It after his
visit ut the Roussillon home and held
in his hand a letter which he appeared

proud

to deliver.
"A butteau and seven men with η
cargo of liquor came during the rain,"
he said, rising and taking off his curious cup, which, made of an animal's
skin, had a tail jauntily dangling from
Its crown tip, "and here Is a letter for
you, father. The batteau is from New
Orleans.
Eight men started with It,
but one went ashore to bunt and was
killed by an Indian."
Father Beret took the letter without
apporent interest and said:
"Thank you, my son, sit down again;
the door log is not wetter than the

stools Inside; I will sit by you."

The wind had driven a flood of rain
into the cabin through the open door,
and water twinkled In puddles here
and there on the floor's puncheons.
They sat down side by side, Father
Beret fingering the letter In an absent

way.
"There'll be a Jolly time of It tonight,"
Rene de Βοητίΐΐβ remarked; "a roaring
time."
"Why do you eay that, my eon?" th·
priest demanded.
"The wine and the liquor," was the
reply. "Much drinking will be done.
The men have all been dry here tor
some time, you know, and are as
thirsty as sand. They aro making
ready to enjoy themselves down at the
river house."
"Ah, the poor souls!" sighed Father
Beret, speaking as one whose thoughts
were wandering far away.
"Why don't you read your letter,
Father?" Heue added.
The priest started, turned the soiled
square of paper over in his hand, then

mincit*]

thrust it inside his robe.
"It can wait," he said. Then, changing his voice: "The squirrels you gave
it was
me were excellent, my son.
good of you to think of me," he added,
laying his haud on Rene's arm.
"Oh, I'm glad if I have pleased you,
Father Beret, for you are so kind to
When I
me always, and to everybody.

killed the squirrels I said to myself:
These are young, Juicy and tender;
Father Beret must have these,' so I
brought them along."
The young man rose to go, for he
was somehow impressed that Father
Beret must wish opportunity to read
his letter and would prefer to be left

pulled

say a word.
"Promise me that you will not taste
liquor tills night," Father Beret went
on, grasping the young man's arm
firmly. "Promise me, my sou; promise
me."
Still Bene was silent. The men did
not look at each other, but gaz<d away
across the country beyond the Wabash
to where a glory from the western sun
flamed on the upper rim of a great
cloud frugment creeping along t!:e horizon.

"Eh bien, I must go," said Rene pre»ently, getting to his feet nimbly and
evading Father Beret's hand, whl h

would have held him.
"Not to the river house. i:;y ionV'
said the priest app.'alingly.
"No, not there. I have another lett ι·;
it came l»y
one for M'sleu' Roussiilou.
the boat too. I go to give U to Mine.

Bousslllon."
Bene de Bon ville was a dark, wea h r
stained young fellow, neither tall n r
short, wearing buckskin moccasin·*,
trousers and tunle. Ilis eyes were da it
brown, keen, quick moving, set well
under heavy brows. A razor had pr< !>ably never touched his face, and his
thin, curly beard crinkled over his
strongly turned cheeks and chin, while
his mustaches sprang out quite tlerc«-ly
above his full lipped, almost sensual
mouth. lie looked wiry and active, a
man not to be lightly reckoned with in
a trial of bodily strength and will

power.
Father Berefs face and voice changed on the instant. He laughed dryly
and said, with a sly gleam In his eyes:
"You could spend the evening pleasantly with Mme. Boussillon and Jean.
Jean, you know, is a very amusing fel-

low."
Bene brought forth the letter of
which he had spoken and held It up l>efore Father Beret's face.
"Maybe you think I haven't any letter for M'sleu' Itousslllon," he blurted,
"and maybe you are quite certain that
I am not going to the house to take the
letter."
"M. Bousslllon Is absent, you know,"
"But cherry
Father Beret suggested.
pies are Just as good while he's gone
as when he's at home, and I happen to
know that there are some particularly
delicious ones In the pantry of Mme.
Mile. Alice gave me a
Boussillon.
Juicy sample, but then I dare say you
do not care to have your pie served by
her hand.
It would Interfere with
your appetite. Eh, my son';"
Bene turned short at>out. wagging
his heud and laughing, and so with his
back to the priest he strode away along
the wet path leading to the Bousslllon

place.
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Salt pork is a famous old*
fashioned remedy for consumption. "Eat plenty of
pork," was the advice to the
consumptive 50 and 100

years ago.
Salt

"Here U

a

Utter fur you,

father."

him by Clark to fix his name In
the list of heroic patriots who assisted
in winning the great northwest from
the English.
Vlncennes, even in the earliest days
of its history, somehow kept up communication and, considering the circumstances, close relations with New

given

It was much nearer Detroit,
but the Louisiana colony stood next to
.France In the imagination and longing
of
voyageurs, coureurs de bois

Orleans.

priests,

reckless adventurers who had
Father
Latin blood In their veins.
Beret first came to Vlncennes from
New Orleans, the voyage up the Mississippi, Ohio and Wabash in a pirogue
lasting through a whole summer and
far Into the autumn. SIncc his arrival
the post had experienced many vicissitudes, and at the time in which our
story open* the British government
claimed right of dominion over the
great territory drained by the Wabash,
and

and, indeed, over a large, Indefinitely
outlined part of the North American
continent lying above Mexico, a claim
Just then being vigorously questioned,
flintlock Γη hand, by the Anglo-Americolonies.
Of.course the handful of French people at Vlncennes, so far away from
ane
evciy center of information
wholly occupied with their trading,
can

trapping and missionary work, were
late finding oat that war existe^ be-

tween England and her colonies. Nor
did it really matter much with them,
one way or another. They felt secure
In their lonely situation, and so wçpt
on selling their trinkets, weapons, domestic implements, blankets and Intoxicating liquors to the Indians, whom
they held bound to them with a power

pork
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good

if a

man

The idea
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behind it is that fat is the
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FIJI Halrdr«ulDg.
No one bus visited FIJI In the past
without being astonished at the fearful and wonderful styles of bnirdress-

lng. They are geometrical, monumental, pyramidal and tr&pezoidal. An additional factor in tills production of
the grotesque Is that the hair varies lu
color as lime varies in bleaching power
or as the Juice of the mangrove In coloring matter. Between black and white
the colors ruu through the blue black
and all the shades of red and yellow.

Often half the hulr Is red and the other
half white, giving α kind of piebald effect
Home of the Chlachllla.

The chinchilla, the little animal the
size of a squirrel, le met with only la
the Andes of Bolivia. Ecuador, Peru
and northern Chile and Is never found
under a height of 0,000 or 10,000 feet
The Indians are eager trappers and
hunters of it for Its âne fur. The skins
ire well seasoned with salt and made
up Into small packages for dispatch to

they

the towns, whence
abroad.

shipped

Dale-80?
Hill—Ye·; she

never spends money
she
for anything that she doee not say
Will save it in something else.
Dale—And does she?
Hill—Well, you see, we never have
Bnt It is the
so far as that yet

I was talking about—Boston

Transcript
At the Dlaaer Party.

"Surely you

are

going yet

not

Mr.

Pa n'y Noo?"
"I must, ma'am."
feast'
"But won't you stay for the
of reason and the flow of soul?"
I've
"Thanky. ma'am, but I reckon
for
that's
all
good
drtink
an'
et
already
me."—Cleveland Plain Dealer.
Promoter· of Co·race.

Spa rtacus—Women

great

are a

tive to manly courage.

Incen-

Since I've:
few tilts with:

Smarticus—That's right.

been married and had

a

a scrap with!
my wife the prospect of
like
the meanest mun on earth seems
mere chlld'e play to me—Baltimore1

American.

It Waa Both.

"What do you think of old Uncle
Peter devising all his money for the
erection of a mausoleum over his remains?' said the first needy relative.

"Awful!" replied the second. "If·
Just a willful waste."
"Huh! I call It a wasteful wlll."-

Phlladelphla

Pre*·

Quite Up <0 Date.

Day—I find there is a $2,600 mort·
Too
gage on the property you sold me.
never said anything about It

Gay—Certainly

I did.

Didn't I dis-

tinctly tell you It bad all modern Im-

provements?—New

Yorker.

The bashl-bazouk shaves his head exa ui't at the crown, which Is to be
used by the angel to Jerk him to paradise if be should be slain by bla in·

cept

tended victim.

HI·

Soevealr.

"Bring nny souvenirs back from your

trip?"

"One only, but It cost a lot"
"What was It?"

SCOTT &
BOWNE,

"Empty poeketbook."
Commercial Tribune.

50c. and ft; all druggists.

lip·

CHEMISTS,
409 Pearl St, Ν. Y.

are

Eco no η leal la Theory.
Hill—I suppose my wife is the mo«t
economical woman that ever stepped.

got

"Ah, my child," he was saying, "you
sweet, good girl, after all, much

in α minute or two,"
from a region which
knew was that of the
get impatient and go

well tilled bottle or jug appeared as
his reward.
Of course the traders did not overlook such a source of power. Alcoholic
liquor became their implement of almost magical work in controlling the
lives, labors and resources of the Indians. The priests, with their captivating story of the cross, had a large Influence in softening savage natures

"Stay awhile," be said. "I have not
had a talk with you for some time."
Bene looked a trille uneasy.
"You will not drink uny tonight, uiy
eon," Father Beret added. "You must
not. Do you hear?"
The young man's eyes and aiouth at
once began to have a sullen expression. Evidently he was not pleased and
felt rebellious, but it was hard for him
to reslet Father Beret, whom he loved,
The
as did every soul in the post.
priest's voice was sweet and gentle,
yet positive to a degree. Bene did not

principle

are a

Into the house.
"I will return
ehe called back
rere Beret well
pantry. "Don't

moment to undertake any task, no
mutter how hard, bear any privution,
even the most terrible, or brave any
danger, although it might demand
reckleaf desperation, if in the end α
a

But the priest
alone with it.
him down η·-:;ι1η

ty, had accordingly been done.
Now, while the wind strengthened
and the softly booming summer shower
came on apace, the heavy cloud lifting
as it advanced and showing under it

better than you make yourself out to
be. Your duty will control you. You
will do it nobly at last, my child."
True enough, Father Beret, true
laughing.
enough!" fche responded,
"Your perception is most excellent,
which I will prove to you immediately."
She rose while epeaklng and went
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Some people talk as If they thought
everything that dropped from their
was a

"bon mot"—Atchison Globe.
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M^ tln« ike ait Kii 'a* l*fur« Ike l*t 9un«lay
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ruiu
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The lot in which
they were went sold the best of any that
have gone into that port, and they netted
him
per barrel.
The schools observed the close of the
fall term with a supper and entertainment in Cuiumings Hall Friday evening.
An oyster supper was furnished to the
scholars only, and
apparently they
thoroughly enjoyed it. A good number
in for the
others
came
and
of parents
entertainment, which included recitations and dialogues, and songs with
illustrative motions by the little folks.
All was well doue, and the audience was
Following
liberal with its applause.
the entertainment, a donkey party afforded much amusement.
The semi-annual meeting of the East
Oxford Local Union of Christian Endeavor Societies will be held at the
Baptist church in this place Nov. 17th.
Day and evening sessions. Morning
session opens at 10:45.
The two Sunday Schools will unite in
the observance of Christmas, the Baptist
school having extended an invitation to
that effect which the I'niversalist school
has accepted.
A social gathering for the benefit of
the children of the Universalist Sunday
School will be held at Academy Hall
next Saturday evening, opening at 7:30.
Light refreshments will be served, and
a general good time, without an extensive
tixed programme, will be in order. Admission will be free to the members of
the Sunday School; to others the price
of admission will be 10 cents.
Everybody will be welcome.
Miss May of Boston, who has been at
The Beeches for several seasons, has
bought a piece of land of several acres
ο If the Brooks farm south of the Beeches,
and it is understood will build a house
there.
Mr. C. H. C. Wright of Ilarvard, who
spent most of the summer at Paris Hill,
has been here over Sunday, and it is
understood that he has bargained with
Charles B. Andrews for the purchase of
his house, the S. P. Maxim place, about
mile and a half east of the village.
Mr. Wright a few weeks since bought a
portion of what was formerly the Maxim
farm.
The members of the Baptist Ladies'
circle are requested to meet with Mrs.
Lydia S. Hammond, Wednesday afternoon at
o'clock, for the election of
officer* and transaction of other necessary business.

shipped

-New lap·, l*M pr
town, aipertaeca·! workmen »»·Ι low pnew
omiIiIm u> male UiU ItpartMM of uu boal
aeaa n«|>Mr *nl |*>pular.

Jo· ruiTIW

Coming Events.
Maine state PomologVal Associa
|u I.'
lion, \ulturu.
». ml annual meeting of Kami Oxford
Ν·λ IT
Local I' h ton, ^ P. 3. C. Κ Parts Hill.
No*. .»>
Thanksgiving.
lHv I iS.-Xnnuai Meeting, Maine Dairymen's
Association. lH»ver.
Annual uieetntic of Ox for I Pomona
l>e«
U range, Ho util Part».
*

—

—

SEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

outing Flannel Uuwns and I'nderektrts.
Meal Wrapper*.
Long Belt « hrercoats.
Col'l Weather lia* tome.
Decorated Lam pa.
Petition for I'ole Rights.
Do Not Do* the Stomach.
Help for Your Throat.
Dr. Austin Tcnney.

thanksgiving Proclamation.

The season t» at band when, according to the
custom of our people. It falls upon the President
to appoint a day of praise and thanksgiving to
Gou«
During the last year the Lord has dealt boun
tlfullv with us, giving us peace at home and
abroad and the chance for our citizens to work
for their welfare unhindered by war. famine or
It behooves us not only to rejoice
plague.
greatly because of what has been given us, but
to accept it with a solemn sense of responsibility,
realizing that under heaven It rests with us our
selves to show that we are worthy to use aright
what ha* tbu» l»cen entrusted to our care. In no
other place and at no "ther time has the experl
ment of government of the people, by the people,
for the people, been tried on so va«t a scale as
here In our own country tu the opening years of
the twentieth century. Failure would not only
I>e a'treadful thlnir for us, but a dreadful thing
for all mankind, because It would mean loss of
hope for all who tielleve In the |H>wer and the
In thanking
rlgWou-ne-·* of liberty. Therefore, in
the past.
liod for the mercies extended to us
w<· l>csee. h illiii that lie may not withhold them
ν
ι*·
roused
ma
hearts
our
that
and
In the future,
tsllv for good and against all the
to war -tea
forces of ev: I. pub ic anil private. We pray for
■arenifth an light. ■*> that In (he coming year»
we may with Clean'lne»s, fearlessness, and* wl<
«•oui, do our al'otted work on the earth In such
mai ner a» t<> ■•how that we a-e not altogether
unworthy of the b'esstngs we have received
V>w. therefore, 1, Theodore Roosevelt, l'resl
dent of ihe I'nlted States, 'o hereby designate
as a dav of general Thank'^lvlng. Thursday,
intnrf Ν ο vera l>er. and do reçoit:
the .'*.th of the
mend that Ihrouhgout the land the people ceasc
from th<dr wonte<l occupations, and la their
ter
several homes and place* of w>r«hlp ren
thanks unto Almighty God for Ills m an I fol·
<

merclc s.
In witness whereof I have hereunto aet ray
hand aud caused the seal of the I'nlted .state* to
be affixed.
Done at the City of Washington, this 1lat day
of < Vtolier, In the vear of our Lor·! one thousand
nine hundre<l and three, and of the Independ
ence of the I'nlted stales the one hundred and
twentv eighth.

to

•

j

Liverpool.

Anuover.

Lone Mt. (ίηοκ«, P. of II., So. 131,
Λ contrat
held a meeting October 31st.
(Seal'
wu participated ία between the married
By the President
•John Hat,
entertainment
members.
The
and
single
ScvretATT of -tote
of single meinbera was held tint with
the following number» on the program:
Words with the Roosevelt Stamp.
Duet Misses Elliott and Burgeon; origiTwo rmatlj published declarations nal poem*. Barbara Cushman and Araof President Roosevelt have deservedly bella Elliott; declamation, Sidney F.
That they \bbott; mu.sic. Margery Burg·**; readattracted much attention.
are genuine can not be doubted by any ing*. Walter Bailey, Margery
Burgess,
American who notes their directness, Harry Merrill and Barbara Cushman;
to
devotion
their incUiveneaa, xn<l the
frtnay, Kev. Samuel Holden; song, Ε. M.
The marand Kev. Mr. BoMm.
duty^rithout consideration οI peisonal
manifest.
which
ried members' program included; origithey
consequences
fearlessness
may nal poem*, Mrs. Olnev Burgess. Chas.
This honest, out*p<>ken
not be gtmd "jHïlicy." from the profesVndrews, John F. Talbot and Wm.
sional politician's staud point, but it will I'erkins; music, Mrs. John F. Talbot;
for it is
•s*ay. Mrs. GeorgeW. Abbott; readings,
prove the b^^st in the long run.
just the quality which makes President Mrs. Chas. Andrews, both Mr. and Mrs.
Roosevelt so much admired by the John L. Bailey, Mrs. Chas. Lovejoy,
American people, and which will make (ieorge W. Abbott, Mr. Chas E. Cushnext man; recitation, Mr. Walter Howe; song,
sure his nomination and election
mentioned Mesdames Merrill and Gordon; story,
year. The tirst declaration
invokβ
Gorman
Mr. Llewellyn Hall; declamation, Mr.
is in answer to Senator
liai les Andrews; song, Mr. Wm. Pering the race issue:
The contest is not yet decided.
If 1 could b» abaol'italy assured of mv election kins.
turning my back on the prlm-l- Sfveral new names were proposed for
*■> l'n—i lent b*
Abraham
asenMtl·»'!
by
of human Itberty
membership.
Lincoln. I Woukl be Incapable of doing U.
President by the
I <K> not ex)>ect to
Oxford.
trui*t promoter· why ire lighting for spec'al
privileges. nor by the radical lalior union men
An interesting memorial service was
who woulil »hut out all other men from an op
the Christian
(«•rtunltr to work, nor l>v those who woukl close held Sunday evening by
the door of hope against the colore·! man a* a Endeavor Society for Itaniel Alexander
cltU η
They arc all demanding special prtvl McDonald, who died at Good Will Farm
leges. wh'rh cannot lie recognized bv the 1'res
He was a young man of great
Ident, who* oath of ofBc· Umli Wm lu eicrutc Sept. 2d.
the law·, for all alike ami recognize none a» promise and sterling character and very
ofllce
this
electe«lto
high
If I am
above the law
conscientious. He had been given posiIt >nu«t lie on my record a# the executor of the
tions of trust and was about to be prolaw without favor» or discrimination.
moted to others. His friends and the
The other is a private letter, not in
suffer a great loss by his
tended for publication, written to a community
He was a nephew of Mrs.
him early death.
interviewed
who
had
congressman
I. X. Keith and Miss Flora McLean of
in behalf of a man who was in danger of
this place.
indictment in connection with the poet
Mrs. Sarah Averill, wife of Eliab
office department frauds. The letter,
Averill, of this town, died at the asylum
omitting names, is as follows:
at Augusta Sunday, Nov. 1st, aged 68
White House. Washington.
years. The interment took place TuesOctober —, 19"3.
at the cemetery at Welch ville and a
Mv dear Congressman :
day
The ftatement alleged to have been made bv funeral service will be held Sunday at
of
indictment
the
I
"ordered"
the Inspector that
the Congregational church, Kev. Mr.
or any one else la a He—just as
Mrs. Averill was a
much a IK· a.-> If It ha·I been stated that I ordered Newport officiating.
Mv
dlrec
that any one should not be Indicted.
daughter of Capt. Isaac Newton of Antlona have been ex illicit, awl are explicit now.
dover, one of the early settlers. She was
Auy one who U gulltv Is to be prosecuted with
the utmo-t rigor of the law. and no one who l- one of a family of twelve children.
for
a
not
I
care
rap
not gulltv Is to be touched.
The Pythian Sisterhood entertained
tin· political or s clal Influence of any hum m visitors
Friday from Lewiston, Mechanic
lieltig when the question le oneofhU gul t or
Innocence In such a matter as to the corruption Falls, Bryant's Pond, Norway and other
of the Government service.
places. The Lewiston team worked the
I note what you say, that the circulation of
second degree and there was a short
this report about me may alienate the support
A
's friends from iny administra- musical and literary entertainment.
of many of
About tifty visitors
tion. frankly, I feel that any one who won Id supper was served.
In
either
lacking
believe such a story must lie
were present.
Intelligence, or else ρ >s«essed of malignant
The Loyal Neighbors had a supper and
credulltv. If any one I- to be alienated from me
bv the fact that I direct the prosecution of Re- sale Wednesday evening. Nov. 4th.
to his
without
or
Democrat,
regard
publican
Mrs. Octavia Quimby of Phillips and
political or social standing, when It appears
visitthat he Is guilty of gross wrong doing,—why, Mrs. Amelia Jordan of Hebron are
him
alienated.
be
all I can sav Is,"let
ing relatives here.
has anything which
if Dti-trtet-Attorney
should be known to the Attorney-General or to
North Buckfield.
me as regards this suit, I should be delighted to
But frankly, I have not the slightest
see him.
Daniel Fletcher of Peru is at J. F.
Interlu
the
Is
to
be
desire to see him If his visit
Bicknell's where his wife is caring for
e»t "of the welfare of the partyor of my "sucIn a case like this, where the crime Mrs. Bicknell who has been feeble for
cess.
charged Is one that strikes at the foundations of some time.
the Commonwealth, I should hold myself unflt
C. S. Richardson, formerly of Hartfor this ofllce If I considered for one moment
either my own welfare, or the Interest of the ford, now of Salt Lake City, Utah, has
of
Interests
the
been in our vicinity soliciting subscripparty. or anything else except
justice. Respectfully, Theodore Roosevelt. tions for mining stock in Nevada, which
he is interested in.
The Elections.
Etsel Smith's sons have been visiting
Elections were held on Tuesday of last him lately.
week in twelve states. The results so
Green apples are selling quite freely
far as they have any bearing upon na- in and around this section.
tional politics are generally favorable to
Heald Brothers are having quite an
the Republicans. There was perhaps as amount of brush block lumber delivered
much general interest, at least in the in their mill yard this fall. Their dry
eastern section of the country, in the lumber ran short and they were obliged
New York city election as in anything to use green lumber to till their orders.
else. New York is the largest and most
Maggie Ileald's school on Sumner
Its Hill closed October 31st fora vacation of
important city on the continent.
government has for two years been taken three weeks when she will again take
away from Tammany, and put into the the school for the winter.
hands of a reform administration with
Hiram.
Seth Low as mayor. The result shows
that Tammany can not be kept out of
Our esteemed citizen, Mr. Henry W.
oue
than
more
for
the city government
Merrill, corrects our error in regard to
With practically the his removing from Hiram, and announcterm at a time.
city es that he is here to stay. We very
entire pulpit and press of the
actively supporting Low, Col. George B. cheerfully make the correction.
McClellan, the Tammany candidate, was
Mr. EÎmer E. Black is building a
elected mayor of Greater New York by a stable for Mt. Cutler Grange, No. 152.
The ladies of the Pythian Sisterhood
majority of 63,000. Col. McClellan is
the son of the distinguished general of held a very pleasant entertainment on
the same name, and is a pleasant gentle- Thursday evening at Pythian Hall.
said ex- The
man against whom nothing is
supper and the exercises were except that he is the candidate of Tammany, cellent as usual.
and that his election puts that corrupt
Mr. Ezra W. Bosworth has bought the
organization in power once more in New farm of Joseph H. and Wintield L.
York city.
Hutchins, and sold the half southwest
As bearing upon national politics, the of the road to John Cotton, Jr. The
result was of special interest in Ohio, Mesers. Hutchins have bought the Eben
where Tom Johnson, the Democratic Barker farm in Cornish and removed to
candidate for governor, has been making it.
The Republican
a whirlwind campaign.
Mr. Sewall l'arker has removed to
plurality in that state is over 125,000, Cornish.
and the return of Μ. Α. IIanna to the
Kev. P. J. Holmes, an evangelist, of
United States Senate is assured by a Nashua, Ν. II., was in town this week.
Mr. Charles W. Osgood is at work in
Republican legislative majority of over
100.
Jackson, Ν. H.
In Massachusetts the Democrats made
the most vigorous campaign for years,
Dickvale.
and seemed to expect that they were
Ira B. Wing, Jr., shot a six point buck
going to accomplish something, but
Governor Bates,
Republican, had & deer Oct. 30. He sent the head to Naeh
plurality of 30,000, or only about 1000 for mounting.
One of D. L. Chenery's oxen got hurt
less than last year.
Rhode Island re-elected Governor Gar- quite badly by a chain between them.
vin, Democrat, by a small plurality, and The hook caught in the tlank and tore an
chose a state government and legislature awful gash.
C. N. Child has bought a Weetland colt
Governor Garotherwise Republican.
vin's election is understood to be due to of his brother George.
Viola Child has gone to Rumford on a
his personal popularity.
Pennsylvania and Iowa give Republi- visit.
E. G. Child is building a chimney.
can majorities even larger than usual.
The
Our school closed Oct. 30th.
Kentucky and Maryland are Democratic.
The reporta from Mississippi do not even teacher, Miss Elsie Dolloft, is now finishterm begun by another on the
Democratic
the size of the
THEODORE ROtttKVSLT.

specify
majority.

an

extended

visit in Boston.
Irish Brothers have placed electric
lights in their die block shop to do away
City
with the danger of kerosene.
elec trician H. C. Davis, of Auburn, adjusted the machinery.
Henry McLean, architect, of Newton,
Mass., has been in town looking over the
Zadoc Long library with a view of duplicating the same for other parties.
1. W. Shaw is having an ill turn.
Charles P. Hatch and R. H. Morrill
have recently returned from the lakes.
Each shot a deer and some emaller

Κ red W Shaw and family have been
telegraphing down the line
visiting the family of his brother, Ernest Wednesday morning, "How has New
the
for
Κ Shaw, at Kennebunk,
past York gone?" "To h—came the reply.
week.
No more questions asked.
few
a
returns
received
O. A. Thayer
H. A. Irish has traded horses and E.
were
which
his
from
since
apples
days
D. Heald claims that Horace has got

I <en<tn of cuiama L.
t*r Tnrh le
vie Willi toes·. uu>iMl aad yearly aJvertl*

V

Μη. Α. Τ. Cole and Mrs. S» E. Mor-

rill have returned from

ing^

into his class.
Just as I was thinking about advertising my wife she arrived home on Friday morning's train. Washing dishes
was

becoming monotonous,

and

the

bread indicated an attack of the jaundice.
Miss Aurelia Bridgham,
familiarly
known as "Aunt Rill," passed away
Nov. 1, and funeral services were held at
the Bridgham homestead where she was
born SO years ago. It has been her lifelong home, from which her remains were
carried to the family burying lot but a
few rods distant. Four young misses as
pall bearers preceded the remains.
Though out of the regular order it seemed a very appropriate feature. Miss
Bridham was the daughter of Dr. William
Bridgham, long since deceased. One
brother remains. Dr. Wm. P. Bridgham,
who carries well his 87 years. Thos. S.
Bridgham owns the old homestead and
has cared for his aunt for some years.
Rev. John C. Prince of the M. E. church
rendered a very appropriate service,
while a goodly number of old friends
and neighbors gathered to pay tribute to
the memory of a kind and genial neighbor gone. Relatives of the deceased
came from West Minot, and the wife of
Chas. B. Bridgham, M. D., from Cohasset;
also friends from Rumford Falls, and
natnre favored with an ideal autumn

The ipace above the mercury In a

Saturday evening, Oct. 31st, about thermometer is not α ι km·,"cet vacuum.
Μ γη. Mirgaret Β. Gulon. now residsixty of Mr. L. T. Barker's neighbor· There la.not Infrequently ti smail porin St. Louis nt tin· age of ninety
ing
home
and friende were entertained at hia
native
tion of air left In bucIi space, and there yen ι s, claims to bo the oldest
on Main Street in honor of hie seventyfiftli birthday. Hearty congratulations Is always an atmosphere of the vapor bom resident of that city.
were extended and a short program was of mercury.
Physically speaking. It la
The Duchess of Marlborough Is very
most pleasingly carried out, consisting
lo procure a vac- superstitious, one of ber firmest beimpossible
perhaps
of an original poem by Mrs. De'Albra uum. It Is most likely that even if a liefs
being the very common one that
Hopkins, vocal solos by Dr. Wight and real vacuum could be procured for an black cuts bring good luck.
Miss Jane Gibson and a few friends
in singing some of the old songs.
A beautiful lamp was presented by some
of the friends and Rev. C. N. Gleason
made a most appropriate little epeech.
Although Mr. Barker was entirely surprised he made a short speech of thanks
and appreciation. Upon the table were
flowers and other gifts which were seot
by friends near and away, who had remembered their friend. Dainty refreshments were served and all went home
wishing the host many happy returns of
the anniversary. Mr. Barker has been
closely identified with town affairs for
many years having served as postmaster
and etill holds the office of town clerk,
which office he has filled for many years.
Tuesday, Mr. Sylvester Robertson
reachcd the eighty-ninth milestone on
life's journey, and is still seen upon our

joined

streets nearly every day and possesses a
most wonderful memory of past events.
The W. C. T. U. met Tuesday with
Mrs. Andrews. The next meeting will
be a mothers' meeting and an interesting program will be prepared.
We are sorry to record the death of
one of our old citizens, Mr. Jacob Annas,
who had been confined to his home but
He is survived by a
a short time.
widow and two sons, Horace, who resides in Bethel, and George, who lives in

Montpelier,

Yt.

Several from tho Universalist society
attended the Universalist conference at

and Thursday.
Mr. Ernest Cross of Portland has just
opened a drug store here in the "Hast-

Dixfield, Wednesday

ings building."
Sunday, Nov. 8, Kov. C. N. Gleason
Hammond, are living.
Parker
Mr. Irving Merrill, who is engineer for exchanged pulpits with Kev. Mr.
the Paris Mfg. Co., has moved his family of Mexico and remained for several days
there.
■>f wife and three children from South to assist in special meetings
Rev. F. C. Potter has been holding a
Paris into the rent vacated by Mr. Brock,
which is the lower tenement in the series of meetings at Locke's Mills.
Mrs. Abner West, who has been a
double house next the Methodist parguest of her niece, Mr·. Ν. E. Richardsonage.
day.
will soon
Granite Lodge, No. 1S2, P. and A. M., won, has Rone to Norway and
Miss Ellen M. Parsons is visiting her
meet Mr. West in Sew York and return
for
the
officers
elected
the
following
Parsons.
Merritt
father,
homo in Norfolk, Va.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur S. Hall entertain- comingyear at their regular meeting last to their
ed at progressive whist last Thursday Wednesday evening:
East Waterford.
—John L· Mftrwhall.
Refreshments were served,
evening.
?
Mrs. Myra Keen and little son of
s w.—< 1κ.·*ΐβΓ II l.ane.
and the merry party broke up at a late
.1 WJ. A. Mcknrll.
Bridgton spent last week at Henry
Those present were: Mr. and
hour.
Tii'M.-C. Howart Lane.
8·r —A. L. Mann.
Fred Dyer, Mr. and Mrs. II. A.
S t··—W. K. Hrrant.
Irish, Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus Irish, Mr. and
J U—Ciarraoe K. steam*.
Mrs. Gus Clou tier, Mr. and Mrs. A. T.
The W. C. T. U. meeting to have been
Cole, Mr. and Mrs. Ike Shaw, Mr. and
week with Mrs. S.
Mrs. F. A. Taylor. The first prite was held Thursday of last
on
won by Mrs. Cyme Irish.
The booby- V. Young was postponed until Friday
account of the rain.
Special topic for
prize by Mrs. A. T. Cole.
this meeting wan mercy work by the
superintendent of that department. Mrs
Denmark.
The Vice-President
David Emmons.
Mr. Zebina Whitney has sold his farm
from the Methodist society, Mrs. Anna
in East Denmark to Mr. William Potter.
C. Young, presided at the meeting,
Mr. Augustine Ingalls to have the timwhich wan
pleasant and profitable.
ber thereon to stand twenty years.
I.. < Bates is improving his property
Mr. George W. Gray and wife were in
of paint on his house
a
coat
b) putting
Portland Tuesday.
->n the corner of Church and Main streets,
Mr. A. C. Pendexter of Portland, Me.,
i1m> on the double tenement house on
is at home for a short vacation.
Main St.
Mr. F. C. Jewett and wife are visiting
Our citizens have reason to be gratefriends in the vicinity of Mechanic
ful to Mr. Bates for his interest and
Palls.
toward the improvement of the
It is reported that Mr. Α. II. Witham help
I village. The grounds around the Bapis about to o[>en another store here for
tist church have also been graded, and
the sale of groceries, etc.
the whole it has made a very marked
land desirable improvement in this secGreenwood.
tion of our villsge. We suggest that a
The visitor· at the Bennett place, thus \
lllage Improvement Society would be a
far this week, have been Mrs. I. W. Swan I
good thing to stimulate a greater inwith her little girl, and Mont Bryant of I terest in the
general appearance of our
Freeport, who is up here with his bride. I pleasant little town. And again we sav,
the
Biooks
has
moved
into
George
I why not organize a fire company to proJames Gorman bouse, and Will Swan Itect the homes? We think we could
has moved into the house formerly own- I
guarantee the boys an occasional comed by Λ. K. Hicks, near the sawmill.
I plimentary dinner or supper, and they
The National Sportsman is the title I have some idea whether the ladies in
of an
illustrated
magazine printed
village can cook.
monthly in Bostou, and is just what its I Mrs. P. E. Wheeler has been visiting
name implies; if the copy now lying beI lier parents in Bath for a few days,
fore us is a fair xample, as it claims to
Mrs. James Bowker of Bryant's Pond
be, it must be interesting reading to all I wîus at Charles Barden's the first of the
literthose who care for that species of
I week.
ature.
I John Murphy is runniug the extra
But wasn't that moon and Jupiter I
engine here during the vacation of Mr.
last
charmevening
Tuesday
light
just
Mrs. Murphy stayed over
I Cookson.
If
Venus
had
been
evening
ing, though?
with him last week.
star, and thus enhanced the celestial
Rev. D. F. Nelson was away all last
scenery, it must have been equal to any- week assisting Rev. Mr. Kennison of
thing tmthe kind that our tirst parents I Got ham in special services. Mr. Nelson
ever looked upou in
Eden. Our young I
begins a series of special meetings in
craft saw it and went out on an evening I this
place the first of this week.
visit.
I The German Medicine Company are
The bean crop has been called about I
having a fair patronage at their evening
the same as a failure all the way along, I entertainments.
They intend to stay
and now that they are harvested the crop I until
Thursday of this week.
an
to
be
from
10
to
25
cent
of
proves
per
I The father of Mr. E. D. Stillwell araverage.
rived recently. He will make it his
The apple crop is already familiar to I home with Mr. Stillwell.
all, but Daniel Bryant has one tree that
Arthur L. Mann and Miss Ethel
deserves particular mention. Although I M.
Young went to Lewiston Saturday.
an
not more than
average in size they I
A large one story storm shed is being
picked 13 barrels of apples from it, all I built by the Paris Manufacturing Co.
which
Mr.
means,
heaping full,
Bryant I on the west end of the mill. This will
says, 40 bushels at least.
give the teams a place to unload lumber
Newton C. Herrick's funeral occurred and
logs away from the snow and
on Sunday, the 1st inst., conducted by storms.
the undertaker,
Frank Andrews of
The fox hunters have secured several
Woodstock; diviue services by Rev. Miss prizes. In digging out a fox which had
Minard of North Paris, who delivered a reached home Mr. J. F. Emerton was
very able address from the words: "So quite severely bitten on the hand. Alteach us to number our dSys that we
though somewhat painful the wound is
may apply our hearts unto wisdom."
I not serious.
'8
pother woman who can shoot
East Hebron.
I to kill. Miss Nellie Marshall is spendThe Freewill Baptist quarterly meet- ing a vacation at home at Trap Corner,
ing commenced Tuesday evening with and Thursday morning went out with a
the ordination of Rev. Mr. Kelley. The little party looking for foxes. Wheu
sermon for the occasion was by Rev. J. they discovered one of the animals. Miss
B. Jordan, who formerly labored in this Marshall had the distinction of making
place when engaged as an evangelist and the lucky shot.
did a very successful work here for
several years prior to bis ordination.
furnishThe Bowdoin
Bryant's Pond.
v

Mrs.

|'»n

Jour

j

|.Sunday
>

j

I

quarterly meeting

ed an unusual number of clergymen,
I'crcy Bowker returned to Wakefield
more than on any previous occasion.
Saturday morning.
The service has been very interesting
Rev. Nathan llunt will preach at
and well attended for this busy season. the
Baptist church Sunday morning.
The church has recently been repaired
Miss Louisa Chase visited her grandand frescoed, giving an improvement to
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Alden Chase, last
the looks and comfort.
week. Mr. Chase dues not improve any
have
been
here
the
Many strangers
in health.
past week with old friends and acquaintMr. and Mrs. Walter Small came to her
ances.
mother's last week. Mrs. Small will reC. F. McKenney is with his daughter, main a
couple of woeks with her mother,
Mrs. Β. B. Holmes, in North Auburn, to who is
recovering slowly from her acciremain until repairs on his room are dent.
finished.
Verne McAllister of Fort Williams is
Alice Davis has returned to Lynn and at home on a
twenty days1 furlough.
is invited to St. Louis to remain until
Jefferson Chapter, No. 89, have purafter the fair is over.
chased a nice set of jewels. The chapter
H. A. Record is at work a part of is
increasing steadily in numbers, and
each day, but cannot work through the bids fair to become a
large and flourishday.
ing chapter. This order needs no words
Mrs. M. M. Woodward was in the of
eulogy from me, for being auxiliary
place last Wednesday for a short time.
to the ancient and honored Masonic
Miss Mary Warren's health has gained
fraternity which has stood from time imof late, aud she attended meeting by
memorial, is recommendation enough.
staying with friends near the church
Percy Bowker and his mother spent
during the session.
the day with friends at West Paris TuesDea. Fuller is very feeble again and
day.
fears he shall have another winter of
Mr. and Mrs. Cordwell of Walker's
as
did
last
he
winter.
suffering
Mills have moved into the upper rooms
of Mrs. Blodgett's house.
Wilson's Mills.

Monday night

musical entertainment
at the school house. Owing to the bad
weather but few were out.
Wednesday circle met with Mrs. F. A.
Flint.
Thursday evening a reception at their
home was given by Rev. Edward Tuck
and Mrs. Tuck. In spite of bad roads
some 30 were present.
Music and readings by Mr. and Mrs. Tuck made a very
a

pleasant evening.

Mrs. Archie Bennett has moved up to

stay with Mrs. Β. N. Storey through the
winter.
Mrs. F. A. Flint is in very poor health

at

present.

Harold Flint was given a surprise
party on hie 13th birthday, Oct. 31st.
The young people bad a fine time and a
nice supper.
F. P. Thomas of the I. P. Company
was in town Saturday.

Brownfield.
A

public

supper and entertainment
was given under the auspices of Pearl
Rebekah Lodge, No. 00. The supper
was served in the banquet hall in the
Odd Fellows' building. The entertainment was in the town hall.
Program :
Music by the Brass Band, vocal and instrumental music, readings by Miss
Walker of Fryeburg. There was a very
large attendance.
Mr·. Ingalls and Miss Buckly are
raests of Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Frink.
J. L. Frink is suffering with fever and
ague and a very bad cold.
Un. Jacob Hatch is in very poor

Young's.

The Kenistons have moved away and
Hubert York occupies the Hersey house
and works for L. E. Mclntire. Mr.
Mclntire is making great improvements
on the Hersey
place which he bought
months ago, putting an addition
some
on the barn, cleariêg the fields of rocks
and stumps and ditching.
Helen Sanderson has been spending a
fortnight at her uncle Johu Shaw's.
Mrs. Philo Goodwin is very low. Her
«laughter, Mrs. Lizzie McKenney, ami
four children, are with her.
William A. Emery has been confined
Ilis son Will,
to the bed a fortnight.
wife and little son, of Rumford Falls, are
here for a short time.
There was a Halloween party at (».
Mr. Miller's daughters
A. Miller's.
have a nice organ their grandmother sent
them from Boston.
B. W. Sanderson spent three days in
Lewiston and Auburn returning Tues-

put up.
Dea. C. £. Tolman of South Paris was
in the place on Wednesday.
Work on the Grange Hall is progressing finely.

Lots of apples are
very plenty.

they are

being shipped

and

East Bethel.

School in this place closed the 12th

on

account of diphtheria.
(J. C. Kimball from Milan, Ν. II.,
visited here last week.
Mrs. Melinda Bean is visiting her sister, Mrs. Olive Bartlett.
Mr. Porter Farwell has recently purchased a now threshing machine from
Gray & Co.
Mr. M. E. Coburn is entertaining two
of his sisters from Massachusetts.
Mrs. L. C. Russell from Butte, Montana, visited at M. £. Coburn's last

week.

Lovell.
H. D. Walker has returned from Boston and F. L. Howe is here also for cattle.
Jessie A. Chapman was home from

Fryeburg

over

Sunday.

Frank narmon has been out of the
mill a few days on account of illness but

When your bowels are constipated.
North Parle.
When you have a headache.
S. H. Dow visited hie parents, Mr. and
When you feel bilious.
Mrs. Β. K. Dow, last week.
They will improve your appetite,
Mrs. Evelina Corbett wishes to sell cleanse and
invigorate your stomach,
her farm and will go to Farmington to and
liver and bowels.

Mr. and Mrs. George Andrews and
Mrs. Minnie Morse and child, called on
their unole John Butterfleld one day last
week.
Rev. Seth Benson found a few ripe
strawberries Nov. 1. How is that for
the State of Maine?
T. J. Jennings of Wayne, general
health.
Mr. Dale is boarding at the Pequaw- agent for the M. E. Wheeler fertilizer
ket House.
Co., was at Ε. E. Field's, Nov. 4th.
Miss Lizzie Murphy and Miss Iva KilThe schools in this village close this
week.
gore have visited at A. L. Curtis' lately.
Mrs.
John Crawford and Zilpha have
Leah Eaton ia boarding at Mr. William
Row·'·.
gone to Stark, Ν. H., to viait relative·.

regulate your

Price 25 oents per box. For sale by
Shurtleff A Co., Sonth Paris; Stevens,

Oxford; Noyes Drug Store, Norway.

For sick headache try Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver Tablets; They will
ward off the attack If taken in time*
For sale by Shurtleff A Co., South Paris;
Stevens, Oxford; Noyes Drag Store, Norway-

The Keeley Institute in Portland, Me.,

Munjoy Hill, is successfully onring
drunkards and drug users.

on

HANDSOME line of

IDEAL WRAPPERS ?

conSizes
We claim they are the best wrappers made and can prove it.
Ltidy Henry Somerset Uns a
All
tempt for Willium Waldorf Astor beand
colors.
to
Prices
$2.00
$2.50.
$1.00, $1.25, $1.50,
46.
32
cause he once spoke disparagingly of
Call and see them. They will fit you.
her work us a temperance advocate.
to exist.
Miss Minnie Elolse Ivehoe, a stenogat
Remember the Ideal
It is true that Dexartes denied the
rapher of I'ensacola, secured the enand
a
vacuum
of
says.
Florida
of
possibility
very
actment by the legislature

Wrappers

"If a vacuum could l»e effected in a
vessel the sides would be pressed into
contact," but it is hardly correct to
can
say, "Scientists say that a vacuum
not exist." What scientists do say lit
what Galilei said, "Nature abhors a
vacuum." As the statement of a fact
Is true, Nature does, to the best of our
knowledge, abhor a vacuum. She never
suffers It to exist to the extent of al-

lowing any space which is perceptible
to our senses to be vacuous. Vacuum.
In scientific speech, simply means a
space from which air has been expelled.

of η Inw providing for the nppolntinent
of official stenographers In the circuit
courts of the state.
Miss Helen Keller, the blind deaf
mute, line been elected vice president
of the senior class at Radcliffe college,
the woman's department of Harvard.
She Is pursuing four full courses, two

sh· round and round.
No word is sj. iki'ii, ami no laugh i >
beard. Stiff with curds i.nd rlc^ with
braids the girl moves heavily by her
self, going round and round, and never
allowing her partner to touch her hand
The pipe goes droning on for hours in
the saiue sad key «ml measure and the
prize of merit in this "circling." as the
danee Is called. Is Kivcu by *|»ectators
to the lassie who in all that summer
revelry has never s|*>kcn mid never

Market

in English and two in Latin.
Mrs. La Follette, wife of the governor of Wisconsin, is snid to be an
enthusiastic dress reformer and builds

•>U(

«%'nlklnic

la

the hips and are strongly
reach
bound there as well as at the ankles.
lu soute of the Islands of the south
l'acitic ocean very rough sport Is engaged in by boys on stilts. Perched
lilgli ou their thin sup|>ort and with
to

unfortunate Louis XI. was an expert
locksmith, with a general turn for
mechanics, and spent whole days in his
forge, as did one of his predecessors
on the throne of France, Louis XIII.
Vlalcn.
A Scottish newspaper prints the following "remarkable and dreadful exThe Story of

a

which a correspondent says
he heard from the lips of a fellow passenger, a member of parliament. This
man had left home early in the morning. traveled about a hundred miles by
rail and put up at a village hotel. Feeling fatigued, he retired to his bedroom
at an early hour, lie was In the act of
undressing when there appeared to him
what was evidently the ghost of his
four-year old son arrayed In the vest-

perience,"

ments of the tomb. Λ conviction that
his son. whom he had left in the morning in perfect health, was dead urged
him to drive to the nearest station In
time to eatcli a train that passed at
midnight. On reaching home early next
morning he found that his boy had
died abort the time the vision had ap-

peared to him.

HEAVIER UNDERWEAR

Oar Pimt ΠιιΙΙτνιι >\

The Only Way.
Mrs. Subbubs—We must give a dinThat's all there is
ner party, dear.
about it
Mr. Subbobs—Why, we haven't any
excuse for giving anybody a dinner

party.

Mrs. Subbubs—Yes, I have. It will
give me a chance to borrow back the
fine dishes I loaned to Miss Nexdore
when she gave her dinner party three
months ago.—Philadelphia Press.
Tour troubles are not Interesting unless yon are rich.—Schoolmaster.
Thoae who complain moat
to bo complained of.—Hmzj.

are

moat

will soon be needed. The chilly night· suggot
the approach of the extreme cold to come. The
wise man is prepared in advance. Let us tell )ou

:

about

of our cold

some

defying

underwear

Heavy

fleece lined underwear, extra soft fleecing for 50c.
and
Heavy gray underwear, shirts double breast bal·
ribbed
Winter
back for 50c.
weight jersey
briggan at 50c. Wool fleeced underwear for 75c.
or
Heavy all wool camel's hair underwear, single
double breasted shirt· for $1. Red woolen under*
wear and Wright'· fleece lined underwear for $1.
An extra fine lamb's wool underwear in white,
•hirts «ingle breasted or double for $1.50. All
grades of light and medium underwear.

FOSTER,

B.

H.

MAINE.

NORWAY,

by

SNOW, MUD AND SLUSH

THINGS THEATRICAL.
Mnxlne Klllott nnd her sister Gertrude resemble each other greatly.
Nannette Couistock's role in "The
is the third part she has

Virginian"

hud this season.
The Forbes Kobertson and Get trade
Flliott company comprises thirty people. e.idi >>f whom was In the original
of "The Light That
Ixuidon
leading
Alfred Hickman, who Is
member of the opera company with
Frank Daniels, played Little Billee
was dramatized and
when
first

will

"Trilby"

Mark Kent, who plays η leading character in "In the Palace of the King,"
was η member of Joseph Haworth's
wns
company when that lamented actor
starring in "Uosedale."

song, beginning
"IIow much wood would a woodclmck
chuck if η woodcliuck would chuck
wood?" is something like Mark Twain's

Fay Templeton's

new

be here, then you will need

good idea to buy
surely coming? They will

Would it not be
what is

are now.

a

presented.

soon

Rubbers, Overshoes and Leggins.

production

Failed."

a

them

foot

see

protetction.
Repairing a specialty.

and be

what

prepared

cheaper

than

for

they

we can

STORE,

SHOE

SMILEY

MAINE.

NORWAY,

F. W. FAUNCE, Salesman.

Ε. N. SWETT, Manager.
Telephone 112-3. Residence 112-12.

verses.
All the scenes of "The Earl of Pawtucket" are laid in the Waldorf-Astoria hotel. New York, and are copies
of the Turkish room, the palm room
and α suit in that hotel.

now

not be any

do for you in the way of
We have all kinds and the prices are right.

Call and

"pink trip slip"

Look

at our

Underwear
We have both
elsewhere.
all
in
prices. We also
single and union garments
have all sizes in Fleeced and Wool
Before

ROUND THE THRONES.
King Emmanuel is one of the greatest living numismatists and possesses
the linest private collection of coins
in the world.
King Edward has become exceedingly conservative in matters of dress
since liis accession to the throne of

purchasing

Hose from 15 cts. to 50 cts.
goods

No trouble to show

MRS. E. A.

Great Britain.
Although Joachim Albrecht, prince
of Prussia, belongs to the genera Is tab,
he cares very little for military matters. His ambition is to be known as

MARKET

at

HOWE,
SOUTH PARIS.

SQUARE,

a

composer.
The following are said to be the
names of the sultan of .lolo's wives:
Scent of Lilies. Heart's Desire. Iloney
of Life. Dancing Sunbeam. Blush of
Morning. Oasis In the Desert, Moon

Upon the Waters, Song of Nightingales, Whisper of the West Wind and

I

F.

MICRTLEFF

A.

<fe

F.

CO.

A.

SHIHTLEFF A CO

Hose In Bloom.

The

New Stock—Host we have over shown.

TRAIN AND TRACK.

loading

odors

from

In
Iiudnut, Kicksecker, Palmer, Iless, Stearns, Eastman and Goetting.
®'
miles of
ounce. In fancy packages—2"» cts. to $4.50 each.
to
cts.
£1.50
hulk—25
per
5|
railway
■

Massachusetts has now more
electric railway than of steam
Unes.
The Canadian Pacific Railroad company lias voted to spend $9,500.000 for

improvements.
During last year no dividends were
paid on $0«ï7.0UU,000 of common and
preferred street railway stock, which

Is not less than 50 per cent of the total
issued.
Some time ngo the Russian government employed a number of women as
oflicials on the Ural railway. The experiment proved successful, and at a
recent conference at St. Petersburg !t
was resolved to engage women for other

railways also.

COUSIN CANADA.
Canada still has a chance to get all
she asked in the Alaska case—by coming into Uuele Sam's family.—New
York World.
Daniel

Webster euchred

us

TOILET WATERS.

You

others.
Colgate's, Iludnut'e, Roger & Gallet's, IIess',4711 and
of
tho
at
odor
favorite
find
Pharmacy
your
surely

can

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.,
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

F.

F.

NIirBTLKFF <fc CO.

A.

A.

Sfll KTLKFF

*,

CO.

TALMER BRAND, Special
Sweater Yarn, 5-threaded, "Just

the

thing."

out of

Maine, and Sir Richard Webster (Lord

American
first
railway—not
The
built for steam cars, however—was
made to haul Qulney granite for the
Bunker Hill monument. That was in
The
1S20. It was three miles long.
first railway built for steam cars was
the Charleston and New Hamburg line,
In South Carolina. This was for some
time the longest line In the world, 137

South Pari·,

Block,

Maxim

of fashions in Vienna last year against
coni|M>titors from the Austrian capital.
Loudon nnd I'a ris.

>n«l···».

those used by .lapinstead of
ines·· and Chinese Imjr*.
having side blocks, like the American
lioys, tl ey have f«»ot rests mortised on
the stilt stick and projecting backward.
These s ilts can only lie us< d where the
Japane*e ttoys' feet art· bare, for the
stilt stii k must be gras|ied between the
tkrst am! second toe of each foot.
Spanbli boys an* great stilt walkers,
and they Invariably use sticks that
an·

Square,

In the last tlve years tins knitted and
sowed four rugs, eight afghans and
over 1U0 holders.
Mrs. Olga Goldzler of Chirac» has
of
been selected to till the new clialr
dnmsmuking In the ltii>kin university
of
lit Glen Fllvn. This new professor
dressmaking was «warded the gold
the international exhibition
medal

smiled

Strniwe stills

CO,

L. M. LUNT &

much also on the physicully regenerating effect of physical exercises of all
sorts, though her favorite form Is not
Λ Dnnce Wlthont α Smile.
wnlking, but running.
They have a singular kind of dance
One of the mementos Miss Helen
conducted on the preens of country vilBertram, the actress, is said to linve
lages in Russia. The dancers stand
discarded upon entering upon η third
apart, λ knot of young men here, a
marriage wus the ashes of her secoud
sex
Iteach
of
maidens
there,
by
knot
husband, whose Ixnly had been crematof
mutes
crowd
self, and silent as a
She had been carrying them ul*out
ed.
A piper breaks into a tune, a youth
with
her, but decided to bury them.
pulls off his cup and challenges his
Mrs. Jerusha Giltiilan of Fast Bargirl with a wave and η bow. \t tinwho is ninety-two years old,
girl is willing, she waves her handker net, Vt.,
won the first prize for a knit afghan
chief in token of assent. The youth
fuir
displayed at the Caledonia county
advances, takes a corner of the hand
but
recently. Mrs. Giltiilan Is blind,
kerchief in his baud and leads his Ins

masonry.
Roscoe Emery and Herman Brown
KIiikn and Haadlcraf t«.
have each killed a pig.
III., when not engaged In perGeorge
Our school is now keeping after a vathe operations which had so
forming
cation of two wooks.
much to do in gaining for him the
Newry.
popular nickname of "Farmer Gecrge,"
Mrs. Mary Foster has gone to Gorham amused himself at one period of his
to visit her daughter, Mrs. John Dailey, long life with the making of buttons
who moved a short time ago from and attained a very respectable degree
Rumford Palls to that place.
of skill in the manufacture of the difWe have been having delightful weath- ferent varieties then most in fashion.
er for a week past, but it is getting dry.
George IV., hie son and successor,
Tho springs and wells are very low. Fall
affected another sort of unkingly disrains are greatly needed.
hours and particularly
Levi Butters, who is working for J. S. traction for idle
with
Allen, shot a fine deer Thursday of this prided himself on the perfection
which he could "cut out" α pair of
week,
A. W. Powers is moving his family breeches. Outside the glorified ranks
into the parsonage at Newry Corner.
of the fashionable outfitters of the day,
Moses W. Bryant is visiting his sister, the Stultzes, the Meyers, the SchweltMrs. Mary Baker.
zers and Dandrons, only Beau BrurnIt is reported that Will Small has sold
mel was thought to be his rival at the
his farm to Portland parties and will go
shears, but for elegance and accuracy
soon to St. Louis to reside.
and style the king considered himself
The
East Sumner.
the Reau's undoubted superior.

were

seen our

Instant air for other vapor would at
liegin to be disseminated from the
sides of the vessel in which it was
made, and It would thus Instantly cease

their faces and skins grotesquely (tainted, these seuilsavage lads, sometimes
as many as twenty at a time, meet and
day.
try to trip each other up or knock each
North Albany.
other down.
Like most sports and games stilt
Mr. Abner Kimball and Miss Bertha
Burris of Nova Scotia were united in walking is of very ancient origin. Cut
marriage at the Methodist parsonage at in the stone which forms one of the
Bethel, by Rev. F. C. Potter, Wednesday, oldest Pharaoh's tomb there is α crude
the 4th inst. Their many friends wish
picture of a man lending a procession
them a long and happy wedded life.
and walking on stilts. This ancient
John Kimball cut his leg quite badly
stilt walker must have been very skillwhile at work in the woods Wednesday.
ful, for he is holding no side sticks,
Roscoe
at
is
Frank Upton
visiting
but Is u^ing both hands in holding a
Emory's.
T. G. Kimball has returned from New great horn to his mouth, which he is
Hampshire and is now doing odd jobs of apparently Mowing.—Washington Star.

By the kindness of Rev. L. M. Robinson of Philadelphia a library of some 600
volumes has been placed in the post office
for the benefit of all that desire to
patronize the same. A fee of only two
cents is asked to help pay the librarian
for handling. Mr. Robinson has now
furnished over 3,000 volumes for the
place. About 2500 books were furnished
by him for the Good Templars library.
All these were furnished free.
Labeling at the corn shop closed Wednesday. Some over 200,000 cans of corn

Have you

once

miles.
is now at work again.
The first locomotives weighed three
The town schools closed Friday.
There were 23 visitors at the village to five tons. An imported English locoHebron.
school who enjoyed the closing exercises. motive weighing ten tons was too
Mrs. W. E. Decrow of Boston is visit- heavy. Twenty-five engines of that
Rev. Mr. Crane, field* secretary of the
Y. P. S. C. E., preached here Sunday. ing at her father's home.
day would make one of today. Fifty
Benjamin Russell, Jr., is having the
Rev. S. D. Richardson, Mrs. A. M.
years ago a train load of 200 tons was
Richardson and children and her moth- lumber for Mr. Stark's boathouse at the
heavy. Now loads of 2,000 to 2,500 tons
mill.
The
sawed at the village
er, Mrs. H. A. Cushman, went to Port- Center
handl ed.
are
a
will
be
house
quite large building.
land, Wednesday, for the winter.
Henry Sturtevant has shipped 4000
What He Spoke Aboat.
barrels of apples, so far, and has 2000
Chairman Carleton of the fish and
Dean Hole in impressing clergymen
more engaged.
What the amount will game commission reports that up to this
be at the end of the eeason remains to time about 1100 hunting licenses have with the necessity of making thembe seen.
been sold to non-residents, making the selves understood by their congregaOther apple buyers have been in the amount received about $16,500. This is tions often cited as a horrible example
expected to be considerably increased α famous classical scholar who thus
place.
We have no faith whatever, in regard before the end of the season.
addressed a handful of farm laborers
to bear stories, after having been interIn a country mleslon room: "In this
Just What You Need.
viewed by three different individuals in
beautiful country, my brethren, you
regard to having seen a bear £his fall.
an
We will say now that we have seen noth- CHAMBERLAIN'S stomach and liver have the apotheosis of nature and
apodeikneusis of theropratic omnipoing even thought of being a bear, but
TABLETS.
we did
The dean was not surprised
tence."
early in the season rescue a
When you feel dull after eating.
broody hen from the clutches of a skunk
when he asked one of the flock what It
When you have no appetite.
and although we did not see the animal
When you have a Dad taste in the was about to be answered, "It was
have no doubts on that score.
about an hour and a half."
mouth.
When your liver is torpid.

reside with relatives.

Ladies1 Furnishing House.

DAMES AND DAUGHTERS.

Vac ι· α m.

Bethel.

ι

The event of this week was the marriage last Tuesday morning of Mr. William Cookson and Mies Agnes Herrick.
They wore quietly married at the Methodist parsonage by Rev. D. P. Nelson in
time to take the 9:15 train for a few
days' wedding trip to Boston. On their
way to the station and while boarding
the train they were plentifully showered
with rice and good wishes by a number
young people. On their return
they will at once go to housekeeping in
the rent in the west side of the new
double tenement built by L. C. Bates,
litis rent Mr. Cookson has already fitted and furnished for a cozy, pretty
home. Congratulations are in order!
Mr. Frank A. Shurtleff of South Paris
has leased the store owned by Mrs. Mary
G. Bradbury for three years. He intends to open a drug store here by the
first of January and will carry a good
The building will be repaired
and fitted up for the business, and Mr.
Arthur Shurtleff will come here and
take charge of the store. Mrs. Bradbury
will continue in the store until Mr.
Shurtleff can arrange to take possession,
when she will move up stairs. She is
soiling all her hats and millinory at and
below cost prices. She will have special
sales of her goods from now until sho
vacates the store.
Miss Jennie L. Bradbury visited in
Bethel a few days last week.
Mrs. Clara A. Ridlon is spending two
weeks in town.
Prank L. Willis spent several days
last week at his mill in Greenwood repairing and getting ready for winter
work.
Mr. J. p. Enter to η of Auburn and Mr.
Veazie of Troy are here for a month of
fox hunting. Mrs. Emerton and Mrs.
Fred Scott are also with them and they
are boarding at Mr. Frank Reed's.
John Brock has moved his goods up
hotiRe where Mrs
to the
Packard
Brock's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene

game.
A man

Stable eefiee * rmmU

jtiifiiTWiiin — All ««ml
ara given (Area nukH(· I··

We*t ParU.

Buckfleld.

Alverstone) has done the trick in the
west. Let us hope there are no more
Webster» to hear from.—Montreal Herald.
If the Canadians are determined to
hnve free access to the Pacific along
their entire coast Due. there is a sure
way to get It. All /hey have to do Is
to accept annexatlm with the United
States.—Chicago Ν ·■> «.

THE RESTORER.

BARGAINS in Cotton Blankets.

Outings.

New

N.

SOUTH

TOWN TOPICS.

center to

In Boston there are one and a half
electric lights for each person.
More than one-third of the Inhabitants of St. Louis are of German blood.

Also

In the city of New York there are
only 737,477 white persons born of na-

tive parents.
The superintendent of the Wushlugton police reports that of 5(50 bicycles
stolen in that city in 1001-02 more than
*5 per cent were recovered.

BOSTON BRIDES.
Marriages are on the increase in Boeton. according to statistics. And this
aotwitlistan^ing the largely Increased
attendance at RadcilGfe and Wellesley.
—Lowell Citizen.
There's no depression In the marriage Industry. There were twentyfive more October brides In Boston this
year than there were in the same time
a year ago.—Boston Globe.

Bolster & Co.,

Dayton

Dowle says the newspaper editors
all going to perdition. Dear. oh.
And lie's an editor hlinself.dear!
Philadclphia Press.
It wunld be easier to believe that
Dowie is a reincarnation of the spirit
of the late lamented P. T. Baruum
than of the ancient Elijah.—Exchange.
Dr. Dowie might pose as a restorer If
he were selling a hair tonic instead of
religion. His patriarchal beard would
be a good exhibit.—Washington Times.
are
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large, handsome, white,
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a pretty, white, square robe.
full line of fur robes.
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a
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Robes !

JAMES N. FAVOR, BMS&F0"·
Θ1 Main St., Norway, Maine.
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Warranted
SAM.
give
excepted by
minor son, Cleon C. Farrar,
Maine's Log Cabin.
FOR A BAD COLD.
of water
Personal.
Dated this 6th day of October, A. D. 1903.
possibility ahead of a
F. A. Shurtleff à Co., South Parii
by
date.
JOHN M. MURCH,
this
ι
need
bad
cold
If you have a
you
for power on the Androscoggin.
It is through inadvertence that thii Maine.
Bankrni
EVERETT FARRAR.
reliable medicine like Chamber issue of the Democrat does not contain «
good
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The pupils of Mrs.
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30,
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has recently been
the irritation and in St. Louie
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I lieve it, and to allay
exposition. In the absence oi in the entire Rangeley system. Moosi
Highland Cottage on the evening
District op Maine, u.
United States Army, having serve< (lamination of tbe throat and lungs a full
description it may be said that th< lucmeguntic lake is eight feet low<
On this 31st day of Oct., A. D. 190·, on rea
following program three years, has received his discharg For sale
A Co., Soutl
Shurtleff
made
on
erected
be
by
will
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r
tng the foregoing petition. It towu rendered :
than usual at this season and Rangele
and has gone back to civil life, and is noi Paris; Stevens, Oxford; Noyes Druj » building
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be tu
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Portland
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John
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is about five feet
Lost or stolen from the Parii upon the same on the 20th day of Nov.. A. I
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a conductor on the Brook
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be
will
Store,
Norway.
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architect;
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return to Ο. K. CLIFFORD,
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that
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F. J. CHENEY * CO, Prop·., Toledo,
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FARM FOB SAXE.
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« Mlle Llbby,
back in the woods, there will b< financially able to carry out any obligations ma<
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ONE LOT gowns of fair

I
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plain

heavy outing,
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SUITS AND COATS.
n^ed

Do you

°e

Do not Pose the Stomach.

rtj

.defeated

Slaln-Itev.

See our stock if in need of Winter Garments.

NORWAY, MAINE.

BLUE STORE8.

J

LONG BELT OVERCOATS
are

ter

to

Belted and

Boys' Nobby Top Coat»,
Reefers,
$2 to $5.
Auto Coats and

Remember,

what you
it.

gameJ*

Tenney,

Wednesday,

At

Decorated

&.3firSouih
SrÎiSTLJÏîr

owning

Lamps.

J. K. Chase, So. Paris.

Tl",S* IX«1te°w8i.Vw

ÎïrlîSSÏSi».'

«^ks

h"1vî°^'T«l nakt

It will

keep you

and you will

warm

regret it.

never

Our prices are right and our Coats are well
and substantially made. Great goods for the
money.
Also

a

large

and RUBBERS

LEGGINS
feet

stock of WOOL
to

BOOTS,

keep

your

warm.

CALL AND SEE ΤΗΕΠ.

F. PLUMMER,

J.

31 Market

-urnLsher,

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.
Telephone

106-3.

f
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BMSS^

a

1
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!

il
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AGAIN#
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WANTED !
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Come

cold WINTER is before you.
and buy one of

j

^

R*.i?£Ler

1

Our Fur Coats

Ε

intl™*te'T>

ΓΡΧβΕΪΓ

long

a

Collector's Notice of Sale.

Khone

-gfjg-gt
"J/1®

tînt·,..

we have

will get

COLD WEATHER HAS COME

a|

'iÎwhrhî11

we

NORWAY.

ab,/ut t^^

supper,

think

|

Oculist,

J»™»·**

we

If not

want.

NOYES CO.,

^Chartes

Γ.. ind'heifer·.

,DThe

$15.

Youth*' Long: Overcoat*.
plain backs, $5 to $12.

of Non-resident

Înes

κχ.ο*

season

Blacks and mixtures, $8 to
Other
styles in Black Kerseys
$16.
and mixtures. Styles that are always
worn more or less each season, $5

Nor-j

containing P'«^

The

Overcoats.

Grays,

—

^

Winpopular style of Men's
for their

Our assorthas now arrived.
Your old one
ment is complete.
looks a little seedy doesn't it? Better
call in and let us show you ours.

BROOKS—The

rh^s

the

use

o"

play-,

which

a new

Helps,.

meets^econd

committal

|

$1.35

ONE LOT of good outing, made with flounce, edged with three-inch lace, 50c.
ONE LOT of best outing in plain colors, two fiounces, overcast edges, very
98c.
I pretty and warm,
These are just a few bints of our large stock of Gowns and Skirts.

KoV®r°jne".

""niieM,1although

with

UNDERSKIRTS.

fchoole

U»

pink stripe, trimmed

in blue and

5°C.
with
ONE LOT of heavier outing, blue and pink stripe, good length, trimmed
75«·
pretty white finishing braid, sises 14 to 17,
with
silk,
overcast
collar
and
cuff
of
ONE LOT of good quality outing, edge
$1.00
regular colors, good length and full, sises 14 to 19,
:ked
tu
yoke, edge of
colors and stripes,
in
ONE LOT of

I finishing braid, sizes 14 to 17,

and^fou

,,

quality outing

garment this Fall? We are selling more than ever,
I proves that our prices and goodsor are right. loose back, strapped with goods,
WE HAVE a pretty Black
Gray Coat,
$8.50
I satin lined, for
lined
well
newest
made
jacket
style,
Cheviot
all-wool
Suits,
HAVE
WE
good,
$10.00
I and trimmed, full skirt, black or blue, for only

,.V Q

|·πι?η t!^l

the oold
supplied with these warm garments when
made up
Their warmth has made them very popular. They are
in pink, blue,
in as pretty styles as the white cotton ones. The Gowns come
ever got
white and fancy stripes. Use them once and joa will wonder how you
Ton want to be well

weather

I cuff and sleeve overcast with silk, sizes 14 to 19,

ta.

dromfoggin

Flannel Gowns and Underskirts.

[Outing

I

NORWAY.

Here and There.

Maine New· Notes.

pariah

"«"•""«-"b.wulrA1"""·
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3 *s
H

Hardware, Ranges and Heaters,
WM. C.

sold

by

LEAVITT,

—

Norway,

Me.

QLENWOOD WOOD PARLORS
It

Number*

mil

__

are

—

$12.00

22

24

$14.00

ίΙβ.ΟΟ

The Best Stoves I Ever Sold.

THE BRIGHT OAK COAL HEATER
Burns Wood

or

Lots of heat with little fuel.

Coal.

Prices from $12.00 to

$25.00

»

S^Tarier.
^"«^Krance. cïttï·

«

lengths.

long loge

Bankrupt's

price

whiçli
*Vd.°

K>I

Pop-

Spruce,

J.

paid
Kt-nney's

·»<■■?■»»£

run.j
mjt
applhj ^ Jh.s

JOHN

111

S, ItiTrl»

WARNING.
public
hereby
give

LOST.

«^^vea

ligh

pleasing

*£"w«e*ory

hl

rue».

'^eudelasohB

Ï^Uuo\Hayu»
*uîc&T

ΐ

[J-

I

1:aught

1W.

f.

and Atlantic

Ranges

STANDARD QUALITY.

I think

they

are

the best makes

we

have.

Prices to Fit and Cook to Suit.

POCKET KNIVES OF ALL KINDS, from FIVE CENTS to ONE
DOLLAR, BUTCHER KNIVES, from TEN to FIFTY CENTS.
Best Fine Knife for

<

shortage

·-··

Discharge.

Glenwood

a

Quarter

I have

ever

sold.

Do not forgetyou get the Saturday Evening Post
with every fifty cent purchase on Saturdays.

No Limit.

One current copy.

COME AND SEE ME,

Order for following iiaue·.

I WILL SAVE YOU MONEY

WM. C. LEAYITT,
NORWAY, MAZNB.

HOUSE FOR SALE.
TO LET.
Two-and-half story, nine rooms,
The place known as the Mrs
Merrill place on High Street. South spring water on land, house modern.
Paris, owned by L. L. Jackson, Very desirable place. Situated on
Good rents for two smatT'families. Western Avenue.
Inquire at the
Water in the house. Inquire of
premises of
MRS. GEORGE E. HAM,
A. K. JACKSON, or
South Paria, Maine.
J. S. WRIGHT.

ΓΗΕ
I fOUNTRY

established

«

The CeiscrraMry Expaad*.
of

The Now Kngland Conservatory
Music is about to move into its beautiful
This
new buildings on the Back Bay.
is the largest school of music in the
world, and its pre-eminence among
American institutions has been conceded
ever since It'was founded in 1853 by Dr.
Ε ben Tourjee.
Twenty years ago, when the department of pianoforte instruction was being
developed, a few Ivers A Pond pianos
Since then, as the conwere purchased.
servatory has expanded, there have
gradually been acquired 268 I vera A
With the expansion inTond pianos.
cidental to moving into the new building, the board of directors of the conservatory have placed their order for 31
additional Ivers A Pond pianos, making
a total of 299.
Higher tribute to this famous Boston
art product would be hardly possible
than 20 years' continue*! patronage by
this most critical of musical institutions.
From the Boston Herald, the leading
newspaper of New England, in its issue
of .July 13, 1902.

W. J. WHEELER, Agent,
Me.

County,

kkrt'-h rifù de»erlpt''>n mm*
<· .r oytri: ·ι free whether an
lurent! >n ι, pmSably piitentabto. Communie».
ti>n* strictly confidential. Handbook on I'utetU*
iik'.'i T for accurtne patents.
5M*>4t !ree.
Patent., tnken through Xluin * Co. receive
tlnruU H ittc', without clinryi, iu the
Vit Γ·»ί·»> I.'iwf
orui.i
qnii-slT

Λ

Scientific American.

& Co.36,B~"-'· New York
S1UNN
Branch offlce. Γ5 Κ St_ Washington. D. C.

Boys Wanted
IN SHOE FACTORY.

Several
are

about 16 years of age
strong and who wish an

boys

opportunity

to learn the shoe busi-

positions
capable boys.
Good

ness.

smart,

Apply

open to

are

Crosswords: 1. A tropical fruit. 2. A
3. An early
handsome fall flower.
spring flower. 4. A tropical fruit. 5.
0. A flower that
A tropical #.:lt.
grows in the mountains of Switzerland.
7. A beautiful flower of which there

Bui

are

many varieties.

No. SSI».—A Bit From Boa.

•at"—"done up" feel·
That
in* mak.s life miserable for every
sufferer from Kidney ills, backaches^
headaches and urinary troubles, painful and annoying.

"played

Doan's

Kidney Pills

life and activity, remove
bring
froui
the pain and cure the cause,
diacommon backache to dangerous
betes.
Market
Mr. L. T. Wilson, sail maker on "I constreet. Portmouth. Χ. II.. says:
me
afTected
which
cold
bud
a
very
tracted
of the
The picture represents one of DickIn the loins and In the upper part
lameness, some
distressing
causing
chest,
ens*
characters.
stiffened
uriuary difficulty and I was quite
read considerable about
up. As 1 had
Phllbrick'S
to
No. 3 ΙΟ.—Klddlemeree.
Doan's Klduey Pills I went
They went to the
In banner, not in shield;
pharmacy and got a box.not
use but part of
s[<ot at once, and I did
farm, not in field;
In
trouble.
the box before 1 was quite over my frleud,
In fence, not in rail;
a
I gave the balance of my box to him. alIn thunder, not in hail;
and there was pleuty to cure
In shout, not in call;
though neither of ue are very lightweights.
In yard, not in hall;
experience
I am prepared from my personal to
highly
In post, not in pillar;
and from their effects on others You
caa
Pills.
In moth, not in miller.
recommend Doan's Kidney
Whole is a precious gem.
refer to me."
Foe»
cents.
50
For «ale by all druggists;
ter-Mllburn Co.. Buffalo, Χ. Υ.
new

No. .111.—An

PHOTOGRAPHIC !

&

SUPPLIES !

haiih,

p.

w.

•13 ^laln St.* South
Mall

Pari», !He.

orders promptly tilled.

Vnnxram Story.

One day In "Boer cot" some "rich
iend" went into the woods to gather
"such tents." They started at "yard
beak," and as they scami»ered along in

morning they heard the
sort" in the barnyard "cow
crin." Each carried a "ask bet," and
they ran with "yes cats" across the
"owed ma." They had good luck, and
after they had tilled their baskets to
their utmost "icy cat pa" they returned
home to "far basket," which they ate
The nuts
with hearty "spite pate."
which they "the «rade" they "bid leo"
or "red oats" and ate them with much
the

frosty

"sore

Movement* of the Feet Will Qnlet
the KerroM Brain.

The fol- vote their leisure to other things.
to the
Bridge-whist is a younger fad than
golf, and is still very prevalent; but it is
as certain as the taxes that presently a
PUMPKIN PUDDING.
who have made it the
Take one pint of pumpkin that has great many people
chief of the secondary objects of their
been stewed and pressed through a
existence will yawn in its face, and incolander; warm one-half pint of milk
if there are not other pastimes
quire
of
buta
of
and add one-quarter
pound
which it would be expedient to test.
ter and the same quantity of sugar to it,
Bridge-whist, attentively played, takes a
stirring them well together, if you can
slice out of the waking mouse fairly large
much
will
be
it
cream
better;
get
ments of its patrons, and most of them
one pint, omitting the milk and butter.
are bound to come in time to a point
Beat eight eggs very light and add them
wondor whether it pays.
where
gradually to the other ingredients. Stir Onlythey
a few diversions are permanently
in two glasses of wine, a large teaspoonattractive.
Money never gets entirely
ful of powdered mace and cinnamon
out of fashion, and its pursuit comes near
mixed and a grated nutmeg. Stir the
a permanent fad.
Feeding, if
whole mixture very hard, put into a but- being
cultivated, shows a wonderjudiciously
an
of
and
bake
dish
tered
three-quarters
ful permanence of attraction. Drinking
hour.
seems to wear well as a form of enjoySTRAWBERRY SOUFFLE.
ment, in spite of ail the blots upon its
Rub one quart of berries either fresh record and all that may bo truthfully
of it. And good
or canned, (any other soft fruit can be said in disparagement
to human happiness.
substituted, like peaches) through a fine talk adds steadily
old and tried employstrainer, add sugar to taste. Beat the But all these are
from
whites of three eggs to a stiff froth anil ments. The new diversions change
and give
mix immediately and well with the year to year, have their turn,
to be resurmashed berries. Place the mixture in a place to something newer,
to bo good,
low baking dish and bake in a quick rected again, if they happen
one has forgotten them.
oven from fifteen to twenty minutes. after every
Serve as soon as baked.
His Part.

reckoning on the
lowing recipes will
busy housewife:
the

morrow.

be

helpful

APRICOT TRIFLE.

Put one-half pound of dried apricots
to soak over night in half a cupful of
water. Next morning add one-half cup
of sugar and cook until thick and soft.
Press through a coarse sieve, when cool
fold in the stiffly beaten whites of two
into a
eggs. Beat thoroughly and pour
mould which has been rinsed in cold
water. Place in the ice box. When it
is to be used, turn it out of tho mould
and cover with a custard sauce made
from one pint of milk, tho beaten yolks
of two eggs, two tablespoons of sugar
and flavor to taste.
ORIENTAI.

ICE CREAM.

followed

breathing.

Hearts

CHASE, MERRITT CO.,
Mechanic Falls, Me.

NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist,
MASONIC BLOCK,

NORWAY.

Telephone Connection.

W. H. Winchester,

^

RICHARDS,

^

«xnwAv»

η

η

Nasal

CATARÎÎH

c^rds, Blanks, Horns, and

R

Supplies.

Ν. H.

Berlin,
Catalogues sent

on

application.

A LOW PRICE
OM

—

—

Carpets

Wool

patterns and clean

to close out odd

up stock.

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth Sts..

MAINE.

NORWAY,
E. W.

CHANDLER,

Builders' Finish I
I will furnish IXM>K.S ami WINDOWS of any
SUe or Style at reasonable prices.

Also Window & Door Frames.

If In want of any uln-l of Finish for InsMe or
Pine Lum
OuUlile work, nen<l In your order·
ber anil Shingles on hanl Cheap for Caah.

and Job Work.

Planing, Sawing

M ale he· t liar! Wixxl Floor Hoards for sale.

Ε.

CHINDLER,

V

Maine.

**>„» Sumner

Livery Stock (or Sale !

10

20 horses, two-seated carriages,
top buggies, 4 surries, 4 bicycle

carriages (open),

nice three seated

1

wagon, harness, whips, robes, etc.
Will lease stable to run liverv busiThis is a nice, clean livery
ness.
No
stock and excellent opening.
competition Will bell on easy terms.
F. B. FOGG,
South Paris.
May 3, 1903.
Hoine Telephone Call. lOtt-S.
Andrews House stable Call. 108 12.
»

Stallion,

Black

DECORATE,
By

"Every
Dare

Dam,
2 :11

Jewel,

Inch

Devil,

King."

record

2

:og.

dam of Lord March,

1-2, and Point

Send for circular.

W. J
South Paris,

a

Dexter,

2 :2i 1-2.

Wheeler,

\

—

jg

ELIXIR

—

Special

Club Offer.

Ell

THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT

THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT.

Only the

True L.F.

Τ aiative Rromo

Maine

Quinine

GrJpfn

tight.

j

JOB PRINTING.
AImomI a Fort», Sort* Paria.

AND WORKS OPF THE COLD.
Teacher—"What is velocity?" Pupil— I Jet ornaments are increasing in popuLaxative Bromo-Quinino Tablets cure
a
I
"Velocity ia what a man puta hot plate larity. Gray-haired women especially a oold In one day. No Core, no Pay.
down with."
ι tffeot them.
Prloetf oenta.

b

by

and

deep

ο >mpleteneee not

Shrill

η

nil

ί

DO YOU WANT STEADY
EMPLOYMENT AT GOOD PAY?

Four Month·' Trial

SPECIMEN COPIES

LUTHER TUCKER λ SOS,
AltoanY, Ν. Y.

MOST
LIBERAL
OFFER
OF
THE
YEAR.

99 A. Main

paper.

The New-York
Tribune Farmer
is a national illustrated agricultural weekly for farmers
and their families, and stands at the head of the agricultural press. It is a practical paper for practical farmers,
the
helping them to secure the largest possible profit from
farm through practical methods.
to
It is entertaining, instructive and practically useful
tho former's wife, sons and daughters, whose interests it
covers in an attractive manner.
re
Tho regular price is $1.()0 per year, but wo will
ceive
subscription for THE NEW-YORK
your
TRIBUNE FARMER and also for your own favorite
local newspaper, The Oxford Democrat,

iff

I have a large stock of new
'ianos and Organs, and have
>ome nice trades in second
land instruments.
I have one Colonial Stylo, mahogany
Tease piano, "i octave, almost tit·»
for $185.
One walnut case Poole piano, aim
lew, for £200, worth $250.
;ase,

One second hand Ivers & Pond ρ .m
walnut case, for ft'J.IO, worth
I have a nice oak case organ at ϋ ιπι
ford Falls, 11 stops, that 1 will sell at a
jreat trade.
One second hand Estey organ at > i'h
Paris, almost new, for
One second hand Worcester organ, 11

Send your order and money to Tho Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
Your name and address on a postal card to THE
NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER, New-York City, will

That

Hear.

bring

you free

sample

copy.

stops, in nice condition, for $ I.V
χ
One second hand Dyer «fe Huches.
octave, walnut case, never been hu;·,
that cost ?12">, for $65.
One second hand square piano,
for 8115, worth $140.

ALMOST

sound registering machine—the phowill show them both, with
scores of other sounds you are deaf to.
The usual note of the mole is a low
pur, which it uses a good deal while
at work underground, and it ean also
shout at the top of its voice if hurt or
alarmed; but, though it shouted and
purred in your car. you wouldn't hear
It. The sound register, however, with
Its delicate pencil that marks the volume of sound on a paper, gives the

nautograph-

AS

W.

The New-York
Eastern
Tribune
Tri-Weekly

AS

quality of both sounds.

A

A weasel, too, which is one of the
mole's enemies, can hear these sounds
through a couple of Inches of earth
and often catches the mole when he
throws up his hillocks of earth. The
common field mouse, too, has a pur

DAILY

that is altogether beyond you, though
hear him squeak
can
plainly
enough if he Is hurt. A death's head
moth, too, can squeak, but that is done
hv rnhhinir his wimrs together and is

newspaper for busy people, almost as
and your Rural Free Delivery Carriei
brings it to your door three times every week.
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
and contains all tho most important news of The Daily
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have not
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept in close touch
with all important news of tho world at a verv small cost.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIBUNE is only ?1.ϋ0 per year, but you can secure it with
The Oxford Democrat,
your own favorite local newspaper,

is a metropolitan
good as a daily,

Both Papers One year for $2.25.

NEWS-

you

PAPER.

not a voice at all.
But the cliitmpiou of all creatures for
good hearing anil one tliat can hear a
sound that is over 1U0 degrees beyond
your own limit is the common thrush,
and you may often amuse yourself by
watching him at it. lie cau hear a
lobworm moving underground, locate
him by the noise and haul him out
Often you may see a thrush stand
perfectly still on your lawn, cock his
ear and listen intently, then make a
couple of steps and haul out a fat lobEven the starling, which is
worm.
about the size of a thrush, cannot do

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
Your name and address on a postal card to THE NEWYORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, will

bring

you

a

free

sample

copy.

Inlnc.

Steamship Company.
division.

Risk.

J. F. Liscomb, Agent, Franklin
Wharf, Portland, Me.
Calvin Austin, V. P. & Gen'l.

Manager.

A. H. IIanscom, G. P. & T. A.
General offices Foster's Wharf,
Boston, Mass.

Heavy Team Horses.
I have several
worked

a fellow traveller, in a parlor
and that means your blood is out of order. Those
kidneys of yours cannot pass every ounce of the blood
that is in your body through their delicate tissues many
times a day without becoming contaminated and diseased, if that same
blood is surcharged

pairs

large work

of

These horses have
through the winter

hauling logs. Also two or three
pairs of fresh horses just received,
also several good driving horses.

says the Romoc man, to

W. J

Wheeler,

South Paris, Me.

car,

this, but he knows the thrush can. and.
a disreputable person, with no
common honesty, he follows the young
thrushes about on their worm hunts
and steals the worms from them as
soon as they are caught—Loudon An-

A.W. Walker & Son,
Dealers In

ICE AND COAL,
Granite Work, Cement, Lime,
Hair, Brick, Sand, Plaster, etc.

swers.

VIGOROUS OLD AGE.

Complete Supply

n.ito died la his eighty-third year,
and his last hour was devoted to intellectual work.
Isocrates was ninety-four years old
when he wrote bis famous work, "Pa·

SOUTH PAKI5, Mil.

nathenalkus."

for

Masons.

Telephone Connection.

ïV'^' -:·-:

Teiestius Varro lived to be nearly η
hundred, and he continued to write up
to the day of his death.
lliero. king of Sicily, lived to be

l'j ! j

ninety, and Maslnissa lived to be still
older and ruled for sixty years.
Quintus Fabius was appointed augur
when he was past middle age. and he
held the office for sixty-two years.
Cato Censorius transacted business

-\v

·:.·*?

Dou't covcr your 1

mortgage.

Parold

rn

U"s

with

with poisonsecretions. Make your
blood pure ; tone up your
stomach; help all the vital organs of your
body to dispel the false secretions in a
manndF that Nature intended should be
followed out, and you cease to know pain.
ous

Isocrates and other distinguished men,
in excellent health at the age of
107 years.
Chrysippue began to write his work
on logic in his eightieth year. Cleanthes taught his pupils up to his ninetywas

ninth year.

Ask for ROMOC LAXATIVE TABLETS-SURE CURE FOR CONSTIPATION.
We have investigated Romoc. We ftnoir that all that is said by the Romoe titan
pertainina to this wonderful rrmrtlu is true, and ire irUl refund to anyone the
price of the remedy not ία titfled with the results obtained. lie member, ïtomoe is
guaranteed and «old bp

Sophocles lived to be nearly a hundred, and during his last days he wrote
the "Œdipus Coloneus," one of the
greatest tragedies ever written.
Argnnthouius began to rule when he

F. A. SHIIRTLEFF &

forty years old and held power
for eighty years, and In the third book
of the "History" Asinius I'ollio tells
us that he did not die until he was past
his one hundred and thirtieth year.
was

CO.,

Pharmacist*.

QUAKER RANGE

Inaecta.

a

j

unexcelled psrmane.it roofiii,' f
building of all kinds, iiconcoiical. durable and c.tsy to ap;ly. Any one c m put
it on and it s'nrs w'iuî vch put il. C ri;·
r- II. O· rb >nk.
plete roofinc kit with u..· h teîU
ail .:!)oui
Building economy,"
incxp-nsiv,« 'rtiildin.'s. It's free vu.
S. P. MAXIM A SON, Agents, So. Parle.
the

uutil he was nearly ninety and retained to the end all his old time vigor.
(Jorgias La'ntium, the teacher of

Perhaps th ;re are few substances
contributed by animals to the materia
medica of greater value or more extensively bénéficiai than certain species

Picture Frames
and Pictures,

Mats, Mirrors

Mouldings stJL

&

Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,
Sepia and Oil a specialty.

High Grade

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,

Of these there arc none
more highly esteemed for medical purposes than those beautiful, shining,
green colored Insects known as blistering beetles, or cantharldes. Their corrosive action is so great that they frequently inflame and excoriate the
hands of those who collect them, and
on this property their chief medicinal
of Insects.

SOUTH PARIS.

Nichols St.,

HILLS,

Jeweler and Graduate

virtue depeuds. They are generally
used la the form of plnsters or ointment, and in cases of violent visceral
inflammation their external use can
scarcely be supplied by any other medicine.
Catching Turtle·.
A curious mode of catching turtles
It
is practiced In the West Indies.
consists in attaching a ring and a line
to the tall of a species of sucker fish
known as the remora. The live fish is
then thrown overboard and immediately makes for the first turtle be can
spy. to which be attaches himself very
Qrmly by means of a sucking apparatus arranged at the top of hie bead.
Once attached to the turtle, so firm Is
hie gri ) that the fisherman on drawing
the line brings home both turtle and
the rocker.

BLOCK,

Reduced Hate. Fare $1.00, Portland
Staterooms 91.00 to
to Boston.
Steamers leave Franklin wharf, Portland, and India wharf, Boston, daily < \
cept Sunday at 7 P. M.
Freight always as low as other lines.
All freight via the steamers of this Com
pany is insured against Fire and Marine

been

being

Mode

Wheeler,

J.

RILLTHUH

horses for sale.

IT IS YOUR KIDNEYS

ηi<;··

SEND FOR CATALOGUES.

poitTLAiMi

GOOD

a

one,

4ntifh PnrU.

α

Corlou·

Trip iu cent·.

rill be mailed free on remuent. It will pay :my.
1 ody Interested In any way In country life u>
I end for them. Address the publlshi-m

Me
HOMER N. CHASE & CO., Auburn,
Street.
Mention this

PKCIAL· III»CCEME!IT8TO ΗΛΙ«ΕΗϋ
OF LARttEB CLl'HS.

Wo want men over all New England to
work for us belling nursery stock.
Steady job, pay weekly, experience not
necessary, exclusive territory, outfit
free. Apply at once.

Most people suppose a mole to be
dumb, but Ii > not. A mole can give
a sound so shrill that it hasn't any
jffect on the human ear at nil and another sound so low and soft that no
human being can hear it. Yet a weasel can hear Ιιφίι these sounds as plainly as you can the report of a gun, and

Valuable

Subscriptions, $.Vr»o.

Five

si>ontarieou»

Low

TIMKS.

Ingl· Nnbacrlptlon,
Two Subscriptions,

ANIMAL LANGUAGE.
We Cannot

of

RESIDENTS

COUNTRY

WHO WISH TO
KkEP UP WITH ΤΠΕ

ing sleep.—Grod Housekeeping.

Doth

degree

a

attempted by others.

even

mnid'EIleABLE TO

A XL

varied by moving the feet alternately
instead of simultaneously, though the
latter method has proved the more
speedily etlicacious in the cases known
to the writer. The explanation of the
result obtained is probably simple.
The blood is pumped from the head,
ami with the removal of brain tension
a general relaxation follows, with a sequent deep respiration and its result-

Bound*

Every department written by specialists, uic
ghest authorities In their respective line*.
No other paper pretends to compare with It in

q laliflcatlona of editorial staff.
Gives the agricultural NEWS with

dozen times. In obstinate cases of Insomnia the patient may need to keep
up the pedaling two or three minutes
or even more, with iutermissions, if
necessary. The treatment may also be

OPTICIAN,

HEADQUARTERS FOR

L eading Agricultural Journal oi tie world.

Several people who have tried this
remedy report that Involuntary deep
breathing invariably begins before
they have pedaled up and down a

(Sew York Mail and Express.)
At a recent dinner in Washington
of the United States navy
Captain
told the following story about a certain
shallow-pated naval chaplain who was
looked upon with scant respect by his
brother officers. From traveling salesman the man had turned preacher, and,
backed by influence, caqje to Washington in Mr. Cleveland's time to get a naval
chaplaincy. When ho was introduced
at the White House Mr. Cleveland looked
him over in his grave, penetrating way,
and said:
"Mr.
,this is no case for favoritism.
Wo want a man of merit and ability for

tbis post."
Heat one pint of milk; take from the
The applicant rejoined:
welltho
to
fire and add it gradually
"Mr. President, if it is God's will that
the
Take
of
three
beaten yolks
eggs.
I go into the navy, neither you nor anypulp of one-lialf pound of well-cooked one else can keep mo out."
and sweetened prunes, one quart of
The president eyod him for a moment
sweet cream and a teaspoon of vanilla. and then said dryly:
I'll do my part, anyMix this all together and freeze as usual.
"Well, Mr.
Are due to Indigestion. Ninety-nine of <_
Finely chopped almonds make a fine ad- way. Good morning."
hilt."
"airy
dition.
one hundred people who have heart troubla
"The cream of the joke is," said the
can remember when It was simple indige^
narrator, "that the fellow—who really
VoTveln
With
Proverb»
S-J2.
APPLE CHARLOTTE.
No.
fact
o<
that
all
cases
a
scientific
Is
It
tion.
did get into the navy later—told the
Omitted.
Two pounds of apples pared, cored
heart disease, not organic, are not only
story himself, with all seriousness, addf,
r,
w,
n.
l,d,y.
r,
of
1. F, n. t. h. r. t, n, v,
and sliced into a pan; add the juice
traceable to, but are the direct result of Indi'And as I left that room I had a
s.
one
of
2. R. j. s, t. b, f. r, y, r, g. n, r,
finely ing,
three lemons and the rind
conviction that it was not the
gestion. All food taken Into the stomach
strong
of
d.
sugar,
3. S, p, c. h. s. s, 1, v. r, s, 1, n, c, s. g, 1,
grated, and about one pound
which (alls of perfect digestion ferments and
will of Providence that I should enter
toall
Boil
sour.
"
if the apples aro quite
4. D, s, y. w. 1, d, b, d, n. b, y.
■wells the stomach, puffing It up against the
at that time.'
it the navy
gether until it becomes thick which
heart. This Interferes with the action of
will do in about two hours. Turn into
Naval Evolution.
the heart, and In the course of time that
No. Illl—Double CurtAlllnga.
a mould, serve cold with a rich custard
delicate but vital organ becomes diseased.
Once upon a time a cultivated people
Doubly curtail in pursuit
[Example:
or cream.
Mr. O. lCaubia.of Nevada. 0.. aays: 1 had stomach
inhabited a small island and were happy.
>f, rearrange the remaining letters and
trouble and was In a bad stats as 1 had heart trouble
for
about
Cur·
lam
NUT DROPS.
took
Kodoi
Dyspepsia
fat.]
"But," they suddenly exclaimed, "wo
It
I
aft,
Answer—Aft-er,
with
make fleshy.
no navy commensurata with our
■oaths and It cured me.
one cup of hickory nut have
1. Doubly curtail a garment worn
finely
Chop
territorial importance! How stupid of
Kodol Digests What You Bat
the Levant, rearrange the meats. Beat to a stiff froth the whites
throughout
us to bavo overlooked this!"
and relieves the stomach of all nervooi
of two eggs and slowly fold in the nuts
remaining letters antl make a reality.
Accordingly they set to work and built
Mix
strain and the heart of all pressure:
curtail a commou remedy and one cupful of powdered sugar.
2.
Doubly
a large skiff, which required a crow of
tins.
buttered
on
BottleeooJy. $1.00 Size holding 2% times thetriri
and
drop
for bruises, rearrange the remaining thoroughly
size, which sells for 50c.
men in its effective operation.
Bake slowly. You will find these a de- ten
Now there were eleven men, all told,
FV—arid by B. O. DaWITT * OO., OHIOAQ9 letters and make to fall in drops.
licious addition to a cup of a tea.
3. Doubly curtail a bug that destroys
among these people, and they were thus
Sold by F. A. Shurtleff 4 Co.
PING-PONG CARAMELS.
able to have a taxpayer in addition to
wheat, rearrange the remaining letters
Boil together one cupful of sugar, one their navy.
and make a measure of length.
a half cupTho taxpayer was disposed to murmur
4. Doubly curtail a descendant of of molasses, one of milk and
S.
until the syrup will roll until he was told that he thereby revealLevi, rearrange the remaining letters ful of butter
into a ball when cooled in cold water. ed an iiiMequate conception of national
and make wicked.
Stir in a teaspoonful of vanilla and half destiny, whereupon he gracefully took
Turn into off his hat and exclaimed:
a cupful of chopped nuts.
\υ. 344.—A Train of Car·.
"My country! May she always be
shallow buttered pans and when cool
This cur is a nil gem.
1.
each
mark into squares and dip
separate- richt! But right or wrong, my country!"
SOUTH PARIS, ME.
2. This is a large comb for wool.
chocolate. Put on waxed
ly into melted
CAUTION!
nitlrl rnnm frt 11 il rH PTl
S. This Is a ship's freight.
This is not a gentle word—but when
4. This is pure charcoal.
BANANAS IN JEI.LY.
you tlrnk how liable you arc not to
5. This is a kind of short gun.
Make a mound of lemon jolly. Cut purchase the only remedy universally
β. This is a precious stone.
bottom
the
lino
and
in
slices
bananas
known and a remedy that has had the
7. This is merry festival.
and sides of a mould; pour the lemon largest sale of any modicino in the world
în all its ftairee :here
8. This Is a dead body.
jelly in slowly, that it may not float the since 18G8 for the cure and treatment of
β!· ;ùi be cleoa-uicïs.
I). This is a massacre.
fruit. Keep in ice water until hard. If Consumption and Throat and
Lung
10. This is a fresh water fish.
Ely's Cream Balm
you have no mould use a small, round, troubles without losing its great popuc!c*n.«es,iooti:csaaJh· ûa
11. This is a builder.
glass dish. Put tho sliced bananas on larity all these years, you will be thankthe dises ed Meuibr. e.
the bottom, then turn in a little jelly, ful we called your attention to Bosclioo's
12. This Is a large globular bottle.
It cares catarrh arid... ci
when hard put a row around the sides, German Syrup. There are so
many
13. This is a beautiful fiower.
its
a
iu
cold
*way
till tho center with bananas, add more ordinary cough remedies made by drug14. This is gristle.
quickly.
a
jelly, enough to cover. Reserve cup- giets and others that aro cheap and good
15. This car explodes.
Cream Calm is placed Into the nostrils, spreads
ful of jelly and break it up and scatter for light colds perhaps, but for severe
over the ffiîiabroao and is absorbed. Relief Is ;mover the top when ready to serve.
Coughs, Bronchitis, Croup—and especialΛ l'unie That Pnitlei.
mediate&ucacur» follows. It is not drying—docs
ly for Consumption, where there is diffiCURRIED APPLES.
not producc sneezing. Large Size, 50 eents at Drug·
Take the number of your living
cult expectoration and coughing during
mail.
10
cents
Trial
mail
by
Size,
;
gist* or by
brothers.
Core six large, tart apples and arrange the nights and mornings, there is nothELY BUOTUBTO, 5<J Warren Street, New York
Double this amount.
them in a baking dish. Cream together ing like German Syrup. The 25 cent
four tablespoon fuis of butter and a cup- size has just been introduced this year.
Add to it three.
Farm for Sale.
ful of brown sugar and beat in a tea- Regular size 75 cents. F. A. Shurtleff
Multiply the result by five.
spoonful of curry powder and a table- & Co.
Add to it uumber of living sisters.
Situated 3 miles from South Paris
spoon of lemon juice. Fill the spaces
Multiply the result by ten.
So wonderful is the mixture that we
left by the cores with the mixture and
depot on the East Oxford road.
brothers
Add number of deaths of
Contains 200 acres. Lots of wood
bake in a quick oven. Serve cold. This can not easily understand the state of
and sisters.
who asked her father,
and pine. Buildings in good repair.
may be used as a dessert or to take the mind of a little girl
Subtract 150 from result.
'•Pa, where were you born?" "In Bosof cranberry sauce.
place
Inquire of SARAH P. PAGE,
The right hand figure will be the
ton, my dear." "And where was mamPUDDINO.
CHINESE RICE
Old Ladies* Home, Norway. number of deaths, the middle figure the
ma born?" "In San Francisco, my dear."
a
to
cream
sweot
farm.
of
at
the
one
of
H.
M.
Or
"And where was I born!" "In Philadelpint
Whip
Berry
number of living sisters, the left figure
froth, add one-third cup of sugar, flavor phia, my dear." "Well," said the little
the number of living brothers.
with vanilla, add one ounce of rice that dear, "Isn't it funny how wo throe peohas been boiled in one cup of milk until ple got together?"
Know* IIIm IluNlneaa.
soft and tender, then cool. Just before
"There goes a man who is always serving atld one-half cup of preserved
Λ REMARKABLE CASE.
in
his
name
anxious to see
print."
Ono of the most remarkable cases of a
ginger.
"Really? Is he one of those idiots?"
cold, deep-seated on the lungs, causing
PUDDINO.
ORANGE
HundrvdeofclilldreiiuudiidUltahave
is that of Mrs. Gertrudo E.
"No; one of those wise men. He's an
worms, but are treated forotherdteeaeew.
Pare and cut fino six oranges, strew pneumonia,
The evmptoiueure:—indlgeetion, with a
advertiser."
Kenner, Marion, Ind., who was entirely
variableappetite : foultonnue; offensive
over them one cup of powdered sugar.
with
occacured by the use of One Minute Cough
breath ; hard and full belly
Beat the yolks of six eggs with four
sional gri pings and pains about the navel:
Cure. She says: "The coughing and
to the Pazsler.
the
no··;
of
Krr
strain
dull
and
and
;
Itching
of
cornstarch
eyee heavy
tablespoonfuls
so weakened me that I ran
short, dry cough ; grinding of the teeth ;
straining
Dull. it in one
I.
2.
Cull.
329.
No.
Put
milk.
Metagram:
of
boiling
quart
starting during sleep: slow fever: and
down in weight from 148 to 02 pounds.
often in children, convulsions.
3. Bull. 4. (lull. 5. Hull. U. Full. 7. this over tho oranges while hot; beat the
I tried a number of remedies to no avail
whites of the eggs with two tablespoons
Null. S. Pull. 0. Mull.
until I used One Minute Cough Curo.
tho
over
and
of
pour
Ik-headmen ts:
No.
330.
powdered sugar
S-tory.
Four bottles of this wonderful remedy
pudding. Brown in the oven; serve cured me entirely of the cough, strengthM-arcli.
cold.
No. 331.—Charade: Sun dry.
ened my lungs and restored me to my
normal weight, health and strength."
MOCK CHERRY PIE.
No. 332.—Geographical Acrostic: Ma1» the beuworm remedy made. It hae
bean In uae since ISil. 1* purely vege2. Andes. 3.
1. Manchester.
deira.
Cut in halves one cup of cranberries, So'd by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
table, haruiit-M and «Actual. « here
ti. add half cup of raisins stoned and chopno worms are prveenttl acts asaTonlc,
5. Iceland,
4. Edinburgh.
Don.
and corrects the condition of the muStringer—"My son saved 63 lives ono
Khodes. 7. Alderney.
ped, half a cup of boiling water, one
cous membrane of the stomach and
it possiof flour, one cup of sugar, day last week." Easyun—"Is
bowels. A positive cure for Constipa1.
Shoe,
tablespoonful
No.
333.
Transpositions:
tion and Biliousneee, and a valuable
ble? How did he do it?" Stringer—
one teaspoonful of vanilla, piece of butall
the
common
in
complaints
fcoso. 2. Pier. ripe.
remedy
a cat and six kittens from a
ter. Mix butter and flour together, add "Rescued
of children. Prie· J5 cts. Ask your
No. 334.—An Arrow:
druggist tor It,
the
rest of the ingrodients burning stable."
then
hot
water,
Me.
Κ
A
Aakar·.
CO..
Dr. J. F. Τ Ml'
and cook ten minutes before filling the
S|nkU1 (r*«LoH;ul fbr tip. Wermi. 1'rtc Pmn:phi«i.
LI
8
β
A SCIENTIFIC DISCOVERY.
pie.—McCall's Magazine.
BTOT88TI
Kodol Dyspopsia Cure does for the
HIAWATHA
stomach that which it is unable to do
Taking Care of Children's Hair.
FLKBYENL
when but slightly dischildren for itself, even
their
should
teach
Mothers
Υ β
Β
8
Kodol Dyspepordered or over-loaded.
to care for their hairas early as possible.
sia Cure supplies the natural juices of
Να 335.—Picture Puzzle:
Napkin.
If the little girl is coaxed into the
and does tho work of the stomBy a special arrangement with the I Cabin.
habit of giving her hair a hundred digestion
tho nervous tension, while
ach,
relaxing
stiff
that
a
brush
offer
with
strokes
every morning
No. 33«.—Diamond: 1. U. 2. Sea. 3.
publishers we are enabled to
the inflamed muscles of that organ are
them
and
and
loosely allowed to rest and heal. Kodol Dysbraiding
evening
best of all agricultural papers
Paper. 4. Neptune. 5. Hound. G. One.
for bed, the foundation for a future
7. U.
popsia Cure digests what you eat and
head of hair will be laid.
beautiful
least.
No.
337.—Additions:
Last
enables the stomach and digestive organs
the etrokes will lighten the
Counting
to transform all food into rich, rod
Each,
Nose, noise.
Lover, clover.
task for her, and she will soon become
blood. Sold by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
Fame, flame.
;>ench.
it
a part of
it
and
make
to
accustomed
in connection with
her daily toilet. Too many children are
"Boys, don't you know it's wicked to
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY allowed to
go to bed with their hair in a
if I wero you I'd kiss and
Take Laxative Brono-Quinine Tablets. tousled condition, only to have it jerked fight? Now,
make up." "Say, wot do yous tink dis
it
if
All
refund
the
druggists
money
time
and tangled hastily when school
at $2.2ô per year in advance.
Subscripis—a woman's club?"
E. W. Grove's signature comes round.
fails to cure.
tions may begin now and will be sent
on each box.
25c.
Such a practice is disastrous to tho
The only condition
A GOOD NAME.
until Jan. 1, 190ά.
nerves of a sensitive child and ruinous
"I have two difficulties to overcome in
From personal experience I testify
attaching to thin proposition is that all connection
to the hair. Teach the little daughter
with my flying machine,"
that DeWitt's Little Early Risers are
subscriptions to the Farmer shall be said the inventor. "What are they?" to take care of her hair.—McCall's.
They aro
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A husband said to his wife: "I dream- hour to spare in your own room, take school."
offered bitters put up by Moed last night that I caught a man run- off your shoes and stockings both and
ses Atwood In package resembling style In
ning away with you." "What did you bathe the feet in cold or warm (never
which the 'L. F.' Is packed, bat not knowing
say?" she asked. "I wanted to know hot) water, whichever is meet agreeable
t what he was running for," replied her
anything of the value of other bitters, and
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of difficulty," which in the case
of insomnia would be the feet. Lying
on the right side, with the knees together and conbiderably Hexed, the
victim of insomnia should begin to
pedal both his feet slowly up and
down, witli the movement entirely In
the ankles. The pedaling should keep
time with the natural rhythm of resand be continued until it is
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Most of the mcntuJ devices for woo-

ing sleep have failed because tbey Lave
nearly always tried to resort to "local
treatment." In other words, they have
made a homeopathic attempt to stop
thinking by thinking about something
else, a process which might also be
callt-d "elimination by substitution."
But all thinking, spontaneous or forcpd, draws more or less blood to the
brain, prevents deep inhalations and
bars the gute to the kingdom of dreams.
Any device, on the other hand, which
will make one take deep, long breaths
spontaneously, the Invariable forerunner of sleep, may be counted upon as a
genuine remedy for insomnia. Even
deep breathing which is forced Is better than any purely mental attempt to
win sleep, but if the deep breathing
can be produced Involuntarily one le
surt· of a passport to Kodland.
After several nights of experiment
to ttds desired end the writer decided
to npply the principle adopted by the
masseurs, who begin their manipulations "at the point farthest from the
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ner, especially
is oftentimes very welcome. The usual by people who like it, and not so much as
rich pie and cake which is eerved at the it was by people who think they ought
ulose of a very hearty turkey and vegeta- to like it. It takes a good deal of time,
ble course must be declined by some of and people who would rather do someour cautious friends who are mindful of thing else feel freer than they did to de-
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